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Device Companies Seek M&A
Deals Despite Global Pandemic

W

hile some sectors of the medical
device industry have done well during the pandemic, others have been
adversely affected. Either way, mergers
and acquisitions have been on their radar,
according to a recent report from EY.
“Overall, according to the results of
the latest EY Global Capital Confidence

Barometer, there is broad agreement
from executives that the pandemic will
reshape global economies, with 66 percent saying they expect COVID-19 to
have a severe impact. However, they are
less aligned about local implications,
where 61 percent anticipate only a
minor impact,” says Peter Behner, EY
global life sciences transactions leader,
in a commentary about the report. He
adds that 52 percent of life sciences

executives are bracing for a longer period of slower global economic activity
extending into 2021, whereas only 19
percent expect a sector recession in the
near term.
The EY report finds that “the emergence of COVID-19 is reiterating the
need to assess potential targets mor
broadly in terms of resilience. It is also
impacting valuations.” According to the
report, the result could be an acceleration of dealmaking as companies look to
acquire competitors to protect and reposition beyond the crisis.
“Some life sciences companies will
turn to M&A to enact some of these
changes. Fifty-eight percent say they
plan to actively pursue M&A in the next
12 months,” he says. “Of these, more
than three-quarters say that their
planned M&A activity will include bolton acquisitions or dealmaking for transitional capabilities.”
So, How Has M&A Fared in 2020?
According to market research firm
GlobalData, in Q2 2020, the United
States held a 79.05 percent share of the
global medical device industry M&A
deal value, which totaled $2.25 billion.
The U.S. M&A deals were worth $1.78
billion. The value marked a decrease of
7.9 percent over the previous quarter
and a drop of 71.3 percent when compared with the last four-quarter average
of $6.19 billion.
In terms of deal activity, the United
States recorded 48 deals during Q2 2020,
marking a drop of 15.8 percent over the
previous quarter and a drop of 11.1 percent over the last four-quarter average.
The combined value of the top five
medical device M&A deals stood at $1.75
billion. Accounting for 98.6 percent of
the overall value during Q2, these five
deals were:
• InVitae’s $1.4 billion acquisition of
ArcherDx.
• The $200 million asset transaction with
CareZone by Walmart.
• LeMaitre Vascular’s $90 million acquisition of Artegraft.
• The $31 million acquisition of UrSure
by OraSure Technologies.
• My Next Health’s asset transaction for
$30 million.
Sherrie Trigg
Editor and Director of Medical Content
To download a copy of EY’s report, go to
https://bit.ly/EY-confidence-report.
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INSIDE STORY
Minimally invasive surgery (MIS) is a relatively modern technique that enables surgeons to perform operations through small incisions. Minimally invasive robotic surgery (MIRS) systems offer
solutions to minimize or eliminate many of the shortcomings associated with traditional MIS techniques. Since 2000, when FDA granted approval to the first such system, MIRS system developers
have continued to advance the capabilities of the technology, in part through the incorporation of
force sensors that improve the haptic feedback provided to users. To find out more about the use
of advanced force sensors in robotic surgery applications, MDB recently spoke with Ebenezer
Ferreira, PMP, MBA, project manager for medtech programs at FUTEK Advanced Sensor
Technology Inc. (Irvine, CA). FUTEK specializes in creating innovative custom force and torque
sensor solutions for today’s leading tech innovators.
MDB: First-generation MIRS systems
have been in use for as long as two
decades. What have been found to be
the key strengths and weaknesses of
such systems?
Ebenezer Ferreira, PMP, MBA: The
ability of MIRS systems to leverage the
Ebenezer Ferreira,
advantages of MIS while augmenting
PMP, MBA
Project Manager,
surgeons’ dexterity and visualization,
Medtech Programs
and eliminating the ergonomic discomfort of long-lasting surgeries, has made
them an essential technology with benefits for patients, surgeons, and hospitals alike. Despite all the improvements brought
about by commercially available MIRS systems, however, haptic
feedback is still a major limitation reported by surgeons. Since
the interventionist no longer manipulates the instrument directly, MIRS systems eliminate the natural haptic feedback provided
in traditional open surgery or first-generation MIS.
MDB: What is haptic feedback, and why is it important in
robotic surgery?
Ferreira: Haptic feedback is produced by a conjunction of touch
sensations involving both kinesthetic (form and shape of muscles,
tissues, and joints) and tactile (cutaneous texture and fine detail)
perceptions. It is a combination of many physical variables, including force, distributed pressure, temperature, and vibration.
Benefits of being able to sense interaction forces at the surgical
end-effector include improved organic tissue characterization
and manipulation, easier assessment of anatomical structures,
reduced breakage of surgical sutures, and an overall increase for
the “feel” of robotic-assisted surgery. Novel technologies such as
haptic feedback force sensors can improve surgeons' hand-eye
coordination, thereby preserving dexterity and extending the
careers of surgeons, and ultimately increasing the number of
“surgeon-hours” available to support societal medical needs.
MDB: What kinds of challenges are involved in the application of haptics to MIRS systems?
Ferreira: FUTEK’s involvement in the application of haptics to
MIRS systems can be part of creating a brand-new system, or
retrofitting haptics components into an existing system.
Retrofitting haptics components generally presents more complications to be considered, especially when the desired perform-

6

ance improvements involve the application of multiple haptics
components, each with their own requirements. It is possible, for
example, to engineer an autoclavable sensor, to design a flexure
to withstand extraneous loads, or to implement a framework for
integrated system electronics. But accomplishing all of these
feats together is very challenging. Nevertheless, in some of our
recent projects, we’ve accomplished all of these and many more.
MDB: When seeking to incorporate haptics sensors into a MIRS
system, what options are available to product developers?
Ferreira: Early in the process of designing a MIRS system, the engineers and scientists seeking to apply the sensors must first
address the important issue of where the sensors are to be located. The technologies involved in measuring haptics are inherently
complex, and the location of a sensing element can significantly
influence the consistency of its measurements. MIRS designers
must therefore decide whether to use ‘indirect force sensing’ — an
approach in which the sensor is placed outside the abdominal wall,
near the actuation mechanism driving the end-effector — or ‘direct
force sensing’ — an approach in which the sensor is embedded on
the end-effector at the tip of the MIRS instrument that enters the
abdominal cavity. Each of these approaches is associated with different levels of measurement accuracy as well as different size
restrictions and requirements for sterilization and biocompatibility.
MDB: FUTEK has developed an extensive line of sensors
suitable for MIRS applications. What performance characteristics do they offer for MIRS systems?
Ferreira: FUTEK has been investing in research and development
for miniature custom sensor solutions for three decades, advancing the boundaries of medtech innovation in areas such as haptic
feedback in robotic surgery and less-invasive tools for laparoscopy.
The majority of FUTEK’s robotic surgery components and MIRS
force sensors are produced for original equipment manufacturers
under nondisclosure agreements. However, we also offer a number
of standard commercial off-the-shelf force sensors for use in medical devices. FUTEK sensors combine subminiature package
design; precision measurement; and consistent sensitivity, stability,
and repeatability in sterile environments, paving the way for
smarter and more reliable healthcare solutions.
To find out more about FUTEK Advanced Sensor Technology,
visit the full-length version of this interview, available online at
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com/InsideStory0920.
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Medical Device
Package Testing:
Developing a Test Plan
that Avoids Product
Launch Delays

H

ave you ever wondered how items ordered through e-commerce channel end up at your front door safe and sound? Sometimes, these items
arrive in imperfect shape or with even worse damage. While this may be
acceptable for some consumer products, medical device packaging has
to provide an even higher level of protection, where the items inside the
box or carton must remain free of defects, sterile, and fully functional.
Behind the scenes, there is a product or packaging engineer who is thinking of creative
ways to design a packaging system that will ensure safe arrival of the medical device at
its final destination. This article provides general insights into developing a test plan to

8
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perform
shipping
and transport
studies that will assist
in meeting the requirements for the European
Union (EU) or the Code of
Federal Regulations (CFR) for FDA.
The Medical Device Regulation
(MDR) issued in 2017 provides general
guidance on packaging systems for many
EU countries. The wide-ranging rules in
the MDR provide guidance on how to
design, manufacture, and package medical devices that minimize the risk posed
by contaminants, pathogens, and residues
to patients. In addition, the medical
device must remain sterile and not
adversely affected during transport and
storage conditions, and the integrity of
the packaging systems must be clearly
evident to the final user. Similarly, within
the United States, the Food and Drug
Administration under Title 21 of the
CFR provides guidelines for safely man-

ufacturing, packing, storing, and
installation of medical devices. Per
Title 21 CFR Part 820 on labeling and
packaging control, “Each manufacturer
shall ensure that device packaging and
shipping containers are designed and constructed to protect the device from alteration or damage during the customary
conditions of processing, storage, handling, and distribution” (21CFR820.130).1
Similar to the MDR in the EU, the FDA
expects the manufacturer to prove the
overall integrity and safety of the packaging system. Therefore, the packaging system is subject to rigorous validation

Fig. 1 – Manual handling
of the box to simulate
dropping action.
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Medical Device Package Testing
processes that includes full validation of
the packaging process, accelerated and/
or real-time shelf-life testing, package
strength testing via mechanical performance of the packaging materials, verification of the sterile barrier system, and
finally, performance testing via distribution testing.
Distribution testing, shipping studies, transit testing, and packaging simulation are
terms commonly used to describe testing
of packaging materials, components, and
shipping containers. Furthermore, these
tests measure the effectiveness of the
packaging systems and medical devices
when exposed to various real-world conditions and demands. Packaging systems
and medical devices are exposed to
mechanical and climatic stresses while
being filled, moved, stored, and transported. However, there are multiple standards available to test the system and
evaluate the responses of a particular
design or material when exposed to different stresses.
One standard that is commonly used
to evaluate the packaging performance
is ASTM D4169-16. According to the
ASTM D4169-16, distribution simulation
“provides a uniform basis for evaluating,
in a laboratory setting, the ability of a
shipping container to withstand the different distribution environments. This is
accomplished by subjecting shipping
containers to a series of test plans consisting of different anticipated mechanical hazards.”2 These mechanical hazard
elements are determined based on the
modes of transportation that will be
used to deliver the medical device to its
final destination.
In addition to the regulations outlined previously, the FDA recommends
packaging design as an essential step
during the product development phase.
As the packaging system is being finalized, performing a simple packaging test
helps identify and understand the
fatigue points of the packaging system.
The most common sequence of tests
includes manual handling, vehicle stacking, loose load and vehicle vibrations,
low-pressure/high-altitude testing, and
concentrated impacts, which should be
included in a manufacturer’s test plans.
The manual handling test sequence is
used to determine the shipping container’s ability to withstand the hazards
occurring during loading, unloading,
stacking, sorting, or palletizing. The
main hazards from this operation are
the impacts caused by dropping or

Fig. 2 – Placing the test samples on the vibration system.

Fig. 3 – Standard atmosphere (23 °C) climatic chamber.
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throwing the packaging system (see Figure 1). The vehicle
stacking test is intended to determine the ability of the shipping container to withstand the compressive load that occurs
during vehicle transport. The primary hazard is compression
of the box, which can cause instability within a pallet load.
Loose load and vehicle vibration testing are intended to
determine the ability of the shipping container to withstand
the repetitive shocks, which can occur during transportation of
the medical devices. Based on the mode of transportation via
rail, air, truck, or boat, the test levels and methods account for
the magnitude, frequency range, duration, and direction of
vibration, thus effectively measuring the shipping container’s
vertical vibration resistance (see Figure 2).
The low-pressure/ high-altitude testing provides a visual
feedback on shipping containers with nonporous packaging
systems as they are exposed to the anticipated reduction in
pressure during specific modes of transports like feeder aircraft or ground transportation over mountain passes. Finally, a
concentrated impact schedule provides a simulation of anticipated low-level concentrated impacts as received by packages
during sorting operations and in transit. The concentrated
impact test is only applicable to single-wall corrugated shipping containers under 44 ECT or 275 Burst reading.
The second type of stress is climatic, which plays a vital role
in the durability and performance of the packaging system during warehousing and transportation. ASTM D4169 and D4332
provide multiple climatic conditions for packaging systems and
medical devices to equilibrate for 72 hours or for a sufficient
time based on the logistical channel. As the packaging system
goes through various degrees of humidity and temperature
cycles, the structural properties to the material change, leading
to potential material and sterility failures. These changes can
be simulated using state-of-the-art chambers that provide the
ability to move the packaging system from one temperature
and humidity to another to simulate the logistical channels of
the medical device (see Figure 3).
Therefore, designing a successful test plan based on a manufacturer’s distribution channel can help alleviate last minute
challenges. In addition, testing the performance of a packaging design before using it to ship medical devices to customers
offers multiple benefits. An engineer can simulate various
mechanical stresses in a lab setting and understand the
responses from the packaging systems.
Based on the type of products and packaging systems,
these tests can help to ensure that the packaging needs are
met and can prepare for the modes of transportation that
will be used to deliver devices to end consumers. The key to
successful regulatory compliance is working with a qualified
and experienced testing partner that provides guidance on
regulatory requirements and specific testing procedures that
align with the device company’s shipping and distribution
environments.
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Are You Ready
for the Next
UDI Deadline?

A

s summer 2020 gives way
to fall and we continue
grappling with unprecedented challenges, healthcare industry efforts persist to ensure that medical
supplies are available when and where
they are needed and can be tracked
through distribution and use.
Against this backdrop, Class I medical
device manufacturers are facing a final
deadline to comply with the 2013
Unique Device Identification (UDI)
Rule.1 The rule requires medical devices
to be marked with a unique device identifier and standardized date, and for the
device data to be uploaded to the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration’s (FDA’s)
Global Unique Device Identification
Database (GUDID).
Class I devices are the last category
required to meet the labeling requirements because they pose the lowest risk
to patients and users. Nevertheless,
these supplies have been critical and, at
times, difficult to source at peak demand during the 2020 pandemic.
Considering the importance of maintaining a reliable supply of these products, efforts to meet labeling requirements should be prioritized to enable
the supply-chain visibility that the UDI
Rule is designed to help establish.
12

Current Events Affecting
Compliance Dates
In January 2018, acknowledging
the scale of the effort and the volume of products in this final category, the FDA announced it would
not enforce the September 24,
2018, UDI deadline for Class I
devices until September 24,
2020, giving manufacturers a
two-year extension to comply.
Then COVID happened.
The entire healthcare industry
has been disrupted by the pandemic, with attention and
resources quickly being reallocated to address the urgent matter of public health. It is a defining moment for modern healthcare. As a result, on July 1, the FDA
announced a second enforcement
delay — to September 24, 2022 — for
Class I devices to meet UDI requirements. The new guidance, “Unique
Device Identification: Policy Regarding
Compliance Dates for Class I and
Unclassified Devices and Certain Devices
Requiring Direct Marking,” reflects the
agency’s updated position on enforcement after taking urgent challenges into
account, allowing the industry to remain
focused, for now, on labeling and tracking higher-priority (higher risk) devices.2
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com
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Almost all Class 1 products are
subject to the rule and require UDI
marking and registration in GUDID.

Two Years to Get it Right
Class I UDI implementation is no
small endeavor. These products are
made by companies of all sizes — some
of which are manufacturing hundreds
of different devices, almost all of which
are subject to the rule and require UDI
marking and registration in GUDID.
The sheer volume of these products,
and the multitude of manufacturers
producing them, creates challenges in
reaching critical mass across the entire
industry.
Industry experts have estimated
that Class I product data will double
the 2.6 million device identifiers currently stored in the GUDID. The volume of data to be gathered and
uploaded to GUDID is substantial,
particularly for companies with multiple product lines. Once entered, the
data for all those products must be
maintained so that it will always be up
to date and accurate.
Most device manufacturers are leveraging GS1 standards to implement the
unique identification requirements.
About 86 percent of UDIs currently
published in GUDID use a GS1 Global
Trade Item Number® (GTIN®) for the
product identifier.
Class I Medical Device Defined
The FDA defines a medical device as
any item that is “intended for use in
the diagnosis of disease or other con-

Medical Design Briefs, September 2020
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Next UDI Deadline

Class I devices include many different products ranging from bandages to tongue
depressors and some forms of personal protective equipment (PPE).

ditions, or in the cure, mitigation,
treatment, or prevention of disease.”
Guidance is provided on the FDA’s
Web site for determining whether a
product meets medical device criteria
and is therefore subject to the UDI
Rule.3 This is not always obvious, since
Class I devices include a vast assortment of products ranging from bandages to tongue depressors and some
forms of personal protective equipment (PPE).
Rule Requirements
Under the rule, device manufacturers, reprocessors, specification developers, repackagers, and relabelers must
label their products with unique device
identifiers (UDIs) in both human and
machine readable (e.g., barcode or
RFID) formats; then, publish the information along with additional product
attributes to GUDID.
A UDI is a unique numeric or alphanumeric identification code assigned to
medical devices by the labeler (e.g.,
manufacturer) of the device. A UDI
includes two segments: a “device identifier” (DI) and “production identifier(s)”
(PI). The rule also requires a standardized YYYY-MM-DD format for any date
specified on device labels. In addition,
reusable medical devices that require
reprocessing before reuse must be
directly marked with the UDI, so that
the product remains traceable.
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Class I devices marked with a UPC barcode on the label — such as retail products — are considered to have met the
UDI labeling requirements. The UPC
number serves as the UDI, which must
still be registered in GUDID with the
required data attributes.
Production information — or additional data such as expiration date, production date, lot/batch number or serial
number, and when relevant for the
device — will appear on the package
label but cannot be encoded in a UPC
barcode. The presence of this production information must be indicated
when entering product data into
GUDID.
The most time-consuming aspect of
the entire GUDID registration process
for most companies will be collecting
the required information for each
device before uploading it to GUDID.
This upload can be performed internally — possibly the most practical approach for smaller companies producing fewer than 100 different products.
When users log into the FDA Web site to
enter the product data (using the FDA
Labeler Account they have acquired
from the U.S. FDA), they will be led
through the questions that must be
answered.
Alternatively, the process can be automated using a proprietary business-tobusiness interface program or performed by a third-party service provider.
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

Every supplier should choose an
approach that fits their budget, staffing
resources, and number of products to be
entered.
The Benefits of UDI
Broad adoption of unique identifiers,
coupled with unique location identifiers
such as the GS1 Global Location Number
(GLN), will lay the foundation for fuller
visibility into medical products’ location
within the supply chain. In the healthcare
provider setting, where medical products
are used constantly to deliver even the
most basic care, it improves patient safety
by facilitating accurate tracking and
removal of products that have expired or
been recalled. It also provides further
information that can help the medical
community track a product’s effects in
patient or consumer use.
Looking ahead, UDI information will
provide the framework for interoperable
data exchange between suppliers, distributors, and providers, as required by
2023. Fully implemented across the entire healthcare ecosystem, this interoperability will ultimately improve patient
safety, modernize device monitoring,
and facilitate operational efficiencies for
healthcare providers.
Start Now
Compliance with UDI Rule requirements is an ongoing effort, not a onetime project. It requires coordination
Medical Design Briefs, September 2020

across a wide variety of functions within a manufacturer organization, from
regulatory affairs and printing to marketing and information technology.
And while other healthcare issues may
seem to take precedence (a pandemic,
for instance), it is no less important
that providers can readily locate the
medical supplies needed for patient
care.
Several resources are available to
help guide companies through the
process. GS1 US offers an “Implementation Guideline – Applying the GS1
System of Standards for U.S. FDA
Unique Device Identification (UDI)”
and a “Quick Start Guide” explaining
how GS1 Standards can be applied to
meeting certain UDI requirements.4,5
The FDA also offers guidance in its
“FDA UDI Basics” and its “Global
Unique Device Identification Database
(GUDID): Guidance for Industry”
resources available online.6,7
The importance of supply-chain visibility for all healthcare products became abundantly clear early in the
COVID-19 pandemic. The good news is
that since passage of the UDI Rule, the
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industry has made significant progress
on improving medical device traceability. However, there is much more work
to be done, especially for Class I and
unclassified device labelers that may be
getting a late start.
The new two-year enforcement delay
provides a much-needed opportunity for
suppliers to address immediate needs
while continuing the necessary work to
ensure that these products will be vigilantly marked and tracked through the
supply chain.
UDI implementation across the entire
spectrum of applicable medical products will further improve supply-chain
visibility and allow the industry to better
prepare and provide the best possible
patient care — whatever the future
holds.
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Adapting
Under
COVID:
Expansion and
Implementation
of PPE Testing

W

e currently live in unprecedented times; the
global spread of coronavirus has led to a dramatic increase in hospitalizations and a renewed focus on protecting our healthcare
workers. Personal protective equipment,
more commonly known as PPE, is being
consumed faster than it can be produced, with suppliers struggling
to keep up with demand. To help meet the growing need, compa-
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Typical glove tensile test with
a dumbbell shaped specimen
and pneumatic grips.

nies with manufacturing capabilities in
other industries have been converting
their existing facilities and equipment to
begin producing PPE and other medical
supplies. Regardless of the pace of production, quality control testing is still
required to ensure that the products
being sent to our front lines will perform as required.
The Current Situation
In the United States, manufacturers of
PPE typically need to submit premarket
notification to the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) that they will be
producing medical-grade products. The
FDA is the main regulatory body overseeing the production and distribution of
PPE, and it sets quality requirements
based on the product’s application. The
level of FDA involvement depends on the
class of the device, which can range from
Class I to Class III based on the device’s
potential risk of nonconformance. Most
types of PPE are labeled as Class I devices
with the fewest barriers to approval, but
certain gowns and coverings used in surgery are labeled as Class II. This amount
of regulation and quality control is vital
to ensuring the products work as intended, but it can also make the amount of
time and effort needed for a new manufacturer to achieve compliance feel
insurmountable.
As hospitals scramble to secure PPE to
meet their increasing needs, many companies inside and outside of the biomedical industry are shifting their production capabilities to help address the sudden demand. However, the amount of
time required to gain FDA approval can
be months or even years in some
instances, negating these efforts. To
minimize this hardship, the FDA issues
something called an Emergency Use
Authorization (EUA) in times of health

crisis. The EUA essentially loosens the
requirements for production and distribution of certain medical products,
allowing production to ramp up quickly.
EUAs are currently being granted to
manufacturers of COVID test kits, virus
therapies, ventilators, respirators, and
PPE. These EUAs are generally granted
to specific companies that apply to expedite the approval process, but they are
also being released as blanket statements covering certain types of PPE.
Additional documentation outlines the
enforcement policy for PPE manufacturing during the current public health
emergency and provides criteria for
quality control standards as well as the
required labeling of products released
under the EUA. Thanks to this protocol
there have been many recent instances
of smaller companies and even individuals producing face masks and guards for
healthcare workers.
Quality Control for PPE
A myriad of testing standards exists
across ASTM, ISO, and industry-specific
testing organizations that address PPE.
Mechanical testing accounts for only a
small percentage of the quantitative analysis of these products. Examples of other
measurements include permeability, durability, and aging properties. Especially
now, when each new gown or set of gloves
is absolutely critical, it is vital that manufacturers perform failure analysis in order to
reduce the risk of compromised equipment being released into the field.
Fortunately, most companies pivoting
their factories to produce PPE are already
in possession of universal testing systems,
which can easily be adapted to perform
PPE testing through the addition of different grips or fixtures. This article looks at
some of the most commonly evaluated
products and their testing requirements.

Acceptance ranges highlight tests that fall out of specification, and visual indicators allow for easy
identification of failed specimens.
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PPE Testing
Standard disposable medical face
mask (left) and N95 respirator
style face mask (right).

Gloves
The category of medical gloves has
many different subsets, with materials
varying from latex to nitrile, natural rubber, PVC, or polychloroprene. Medical
gloves can be also be classified depending on their application: gloves used
solely for patient examination, for example, have less-stringent requirements
than gloves used in surgical environments. To add to the confusion, each
testing body organizes their classifications differently, with ASTM providing
different specifications based on the
material and ISO differentiating them
based on their application. Regardless of
the testing standard, the equipment and
general procedure for testing is consistent across all glove types.
The key results for all glove testing
standards are the tensile strength and
ultimate elongation of the material.
Rather than testing the entire glove, a
dog bone specimen is cut from the finished glove and tested in accordance
with the related ASTM or ISO elastomeric standard (ASTM D412 and ISO 37,
respectively). Medical glove specimens
are much thinner than typical elastomeric specimens and require a gripping solution sensitive enough to prevent premature failures. Pneumatic
grips are ideal for achieving maximum
repeatability while being adaptable
enough for the user to experiment with
different clamping forces. To prevent
jaw breaks, the surface of the jaw faces
should be smooth, flat, or rubber coated
and be free of any abrasive texture.
Strain measurement devices are not
required for medical glove tests but are
often used anyway to improve the accuracy of the elongation measurements.
The fragility of the specimens calls for
an optical strain measurement solution,
18

as the knife edges on contacting devices
may cause damage. Glove specimens are
tested both directly off the production
line and after undergoing accelerated
aging conditions, which differ depending on the standard.
EN 455-2 is one of the most commonly used standards, adopted by some of
the largest glove manufacturers in the
world. It differs from the ASTM and
ISO standards in that EN 455-2 compensates for the potential variation in
thickness at different points on the
glove. In this standard, the dumbbell
specimen is always punched from the
palm section of the glove, which has a
uniform thickness. Depending on man-

Textile tensile test performed in accordance
with ASTM D5034. This test is used to evaluate
the material for both face masks and hospital
gowns.
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ufacturing methods, the fingertips may
have a reduced thickness, altering the
tensile strength values. This difference,
while seemingly small, can catch potential failures before they leave the factory. It is worth mentioning that in today’s
climate there have been fewer companies adapting to glove manufacturing
than to other forms of PPE, as it
requires highly specialized and expensive equipment.
Masks
While wearing cloth masks has become commonplace in daily life, within
hospital settings medical-grade masks
are still the front line of defense against
COVID-19. Medical masks come in two
primary types: single-use surgical/medical masks and respirator masks. Singleuse masks are routinely used by medical
workers not actively in a COVID ward,
while the respirator masks are intended
for front line workers in direct contact
with the virus. Many textile manufacturers have shifted production to single-use
masks in an attempt to supplement the
demand, using their existing equipment
with minor additional changes. In many
instances, their existing textile testing
equipment can be used to evaluate the
properties of these masks.
When testing surgical masks, three
main components are evaluated: the
tensile strength and elongation of the
fabric, the strength of the connection of
the elastic band to the mask, and the
strength of the elastic band. The fabric is
generally tested in accordance with
ASTM D5034, a common textile tensile
standard. Fabric samples can be tricky to
grip without causing failures at or near
the jaw face: unlike other materials fabric samples have no reduced section,
and the stress concentration will almost
Medical Design Briefs, September 2020
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always occur at the clamping point. Pneumatic grips and
smooth jaw faces provide sufficient clamping force to prevent
slippage and allow the failure to occur within the gauge length.
The connection point of the mask and the elastic band is evaluated by loading it to a minimum of 10 N and visually checking
that there is no separation. The 10 N value represents the
approximate maximum force that the elastic band will experience when the mask is being worn. Considering that masks are
being worn for longer periods of time than in the past, a relaxation test can also provide valuable insight into the durability
of the elastic band. By holding a constant displacement on the
band and measuring the decrease in force, a qualitative assessment of its ability to maintain sufficient tension over time can
be obtained.
Respirator masks require all of the same tests as single-use
medical/surgical masks with one exception. An additional test
is required to evaluate the minimum force needed to separate
the respirator valve from the mask face. This step is important
as a quality control check and can be accomplished by using a
standard side-acting grip on the base of the system and a custom-made hook fixture attached to the load cell. The pin and
clevis modular design of a universal test system makes swapping fixturing simple and quick to do.
Expanding Capacity
This global health emergency is likely to continue for some
time, and the need for PPE will only continue growing as the
industry increases its abilities to test for the virus. Along with
facilities increasing production and working multiple shifts,
increasing the throughput and efficiency of quality control
testing machines will be critical for keeping us ahead of the
curve. Fortunately there are many different ways to improve
throughput in the short term, ranging from barcode scanner
integration to automatic specimen measurement devices and
sophisticated software workflows.
Manual data input is one of the main bottlenecks in the testing process, requiring intense focus from the test operator to
correctly enter batch information, specimen tags, and test
parameters. The use of barcode scanners streamlines the entire
process, reducing the chance of errors. Automatic specimen
measurement devices (ASMDs) allow the operator to integrate
their caliper or micrometer with the system, automatically pushing the dimensions to the software and eliminating the need
enter them manually. Finally and most importantly, the software
uses visual indicators to help operators quickly identify batch
quality issues before it can result in stop shipments, lost revenue, or inadequate PPE being released into the market.
As the global community comes together to fight COVID-19,
corporations are setting business aside to produce PPE as a
public service. As more and more industries begin shifting production, the need for accurate and efficient quality control
testing will be paramount. Any company embarking on this
endeavor should seek guidance from the FDA or recognized
product experts to create an effective quality control program.
As a major part of this program, properly optimized universal
test machines will empower manufacturers to feel confident
that their products will perform as intended when they reach
the front lines.
This article was written by Landon Goldfarb, Senior Applications
Engineer at Instron, Norwood, MA. He can be reached at
Landon_Goldfarb@instron.com. For more information, visit
http://info.hotims.com/76507-342.
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ASK THE
EXPERT
Eric Dietsch, Nitinol Product Manager, Fort
Wayne Metals, Fort Wayne, IN
n collaboration with the Fort
Wayne Metals Engineering team,
Eric Dietsch focuses on supporting
customers with material recommendations, product development, and
education. Eric holds a BS in Industrial and Systems Engineering from
Ohio State University. His diverse
work experience includes the medical device industry, particularly
Nitinol-supported devices, and roles in operation management,
program management, engineering, and sales. Eric is available
to help you and your company with any Nitinol-related questions or needs that you may have.

I

MDB: What are the primary benefits of Nitinol wire
compared to other materials?
Eric Dietsch: Nitinol is selected for its unique superelastic
and shape memory properties. The superelastic properties
allow material to see up to 6-8 percent strain with little permanent set or plastic deformation. This enables the wire to perform functions like following tortuous pathways through
arteries or being compressed for delivery through catheters,
then recovering to original form. These properties are useful
in enabling less-invasive procedures and the application of devices such as guidewires, stents, and structural heart occluders.
Whatever the desired shape of the material, Nitinol can help
meet the needs of your complex design requirements.
MDB: What do I need to consider when specifying
Nitinol?
Eric Dietsch: It is important to consider what thermal properties, mechanical properties, material condition, and surface
condition are best suited for your application. Nitinol goes
through a phase transformation between martensite and austenite depending on temperature. Because the properties of Nitinol rely heavily on temperature, it is critical to keep in mind the
environment in which the material will be tested and applied.
Mechanical properties to consider are the upper plateau
strength and lower plateau strength and the residual elongation
or permanent set, which can be measured using the standard
test method for tension testing as defined in ASTM F2516.
To learn more about Fort Wayne Metals, read the full-length version
of this interview at www.medicaldesignbriefs.com/askexpert/0920.

www.fwmetals.com
Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/76507-742
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Thin Film Electrodes Show Potential for
Transforming Neurosurgery

A

dvances in thin film technology
could soon offer a less invasive
and more cost-effective solution to enhance neurosurgery
for people with neurological brain conditions, including epilepsy.
In the 1950s, Drs. Talariach and
Bancaud developed a new methodology
called stereoelectroencephalography
(sEEG) to place depth electrodes into
burr holes drilled into a patient’s skull
rather than performing a craniotomy to
place cortical electrodes. The less-invasive
implant procedure of sEEG electrodes
compared to cortical electrodes has been
shown to have a lower morbidity.
While sEEG allows for a better understanding of the deep brain structures,
cortical electrodes can cover large continuous areas of the cerebral cortex or
surface of the brain to obtain a holistic
view of the neural network. In addition,
there have not been any major changes
to the manufacturing process or to the
materials used in any commercially available electrodes.
Due to the cost and inefficiencies of
labor-intensive manufacturing processes
for cortical electrodes, companies began
to explore the manufacturing of thin film
electrodes leveraging modern microfabrication techniques in the late 1990s.
Today, designers and engineers of
medical devices should be aware of the
potential benefits of the latest patented
thin film technology. Evo™ Cortical
Electrodes (“Evo”), the first FDA-cleared
thin film flexible electrodes for recording,
monitoring, and stimulating brain tissue
for up to 30 days, have demonstrated a
reduction in the brain’s immunological
response, potentially improving patient
comfort and reducing signal artifacts.1–3
Snapshot of Stakeholder Benefits
Designed to record brain activity and
stimulate brain tissue for up to 30 days,
the developers of this technology expect
that it will generate substantial interest
from neurologists and neurosurgeons
managing patients with epilepsy and
brain tumors.
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The FDA-cleared thin film flexible electrodes can
record, monitor, and stimulate brain tissue for up to
30 days. (Credit: NeuroOne)

With its thin film properties, this cortical electrode technology may enable
minimally invasive delivery through a
reduced size craniotomy. This capability
is an important improvement because
today’s commercially available silicone
electrodes are heavier and thicker than
the new thin film electrodes and are typically placed through a large craniotomy. In addition, silicone electrodes are
handmade, making them costly and

time-consuming to manufacture versus
the current automated processes used to
manufacture thin film technology.
Patients — The potential to place the
device minimally invasively could be
more appealing in the same way percutaneous valve surgery is more attractive
than open chest valve surgery procedures. Epilepsy patients, for example,
have been reluctant to agree to surgery
to treat their epilepsy due to the invasiveness of the procedure, risk of infection,
long hospital stay, and uncertain success
rate.
In addition, there’s potential to
improve comfort during the surgical procedure and post-surgery due to the product being eight times lighter and seven
times thinner than silicone electrodes.
Surgeons/physicians — This technology
could provide enhanced clinical electrophysiological value with decreased
immunological response, reduced cost,
and potentially lower infection risk.2 In
addition, the thin film characteristics of
the electrode may allow for less-invasive

If the pharmacological therapy is not successful, the patient may then undergo an invasive surgical procedure
to help identify the areas of the brain that are causing the seizures. (Credit: NeuroOne)
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Thin film flexible electrodes have demonstrated a reduction in the brain’s immunological response, potentially
improving patient comfort and reducing signal artifacts. (Credit: NeuroOne)

surgery as discussed previously. Also, the
electrode contacts may be scaled down in
size, improving the ability to increase resolution, as well as customize electrode
configurations to meet physician requests.
Furthermore, the potential to significantly increase the resolution of brain
recordings may enable the usage of
powerful computing techniques, such
as machine learning and artificial
intelligence.
Medical device manufacturers — This
technology represents a significant
improvement over current, commercially
available silicone electrodes that require
manual labor to manufacture. In contrast, thin film technology utilizes auto-

mated manufacturing processes, allowing
for improved efficiency and potentially
shorter lead times to customers.
Impact on Epilepsy Market
Epilepsy affects more than 1 percent
of the world’s population — more than
70 million people worldwide. Epilepsy
and seizures affect more than 3.4 million Americans of all ages and accounts
for about $15.5 billion in direct costs
(medical) and indirect costs (lost or
reduced earnings and productivity)
each year.3
Approximately 30 percent (720,000)
of people with epilepsy in the United
States are not receptive to pharmaceuti-

Thin film cortical and depth electrodes made with lithographic polymer film technology are an effective way to
increase mechanical flexibility and reduce mass. (Credit: NeuroOne)
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cal treatment, making them appropriate
candidates for surgical treatment.4
Currently, a person with epilepsy is
typically treated with medications. If the
pharmacological therapy is not successful, the patient may then undergo an
invasive surgical procedure to help identify the areas of the brain that are causing the seizures.
This procedure, referred to as iEEG,
is the practice of recording electroencephalographic signals via cortical or
depth electrodes. After the diagnostic
procedure, a second therapeutic surgical procedure is performed to treat the
seizure onset location. The success rate
of seizure freedom after surgery ranges
between 30 to 70 percent depending
on the seizure location and surgical
treatment.
Because of the invasiveness of a
craniotomy, neurosurgeons that perform epilepsy surgery predominantly
use sEEG electrodes since they can be
placed less invasively through a stereotactic procedure. There are clinical
scenarios where implanting cortical
electrodes and sEEG would potentially
provide a more complete map of the
brain by obtaining recordings from
the surface and deep structures of the
cortex.
Physicians also recognize the potential of thin film electrodes for applications with Parkinson’s disease, dystonia,
essential tremors, and pain management
for failed back surgery syndrome.
Optimal Mapping for the Brain
Today about 30–40 percent of people
with epilepsy are candidates for surgery
but only 3 percent undergo surgery.
Now that thin film electrode arrays are
poised for clinical practice, this could
lead to more people opting for surgery
because of the potentially less invasive
nature of the surgery.
Leveraging thin film technology could
be a defining moment in the world of
medical devices by allowing the patient
to receive “optimal mapping” of the
brain. This enables the evaluation of
activity both deep in the brain and from
the surface by utilizing both cortical and
depth electrodes simultaneously.
Thin film cortical and depth electrodes made with lithographic polymer
film technology are an effective way to
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increase mechanical flexibility and
reduce mass. This is a welcomed
improvement for patients because they
weigh less than traditional electrodes
and conform more completely to the
brain for more direct contact.
Given their flexibility and versatility,
this technological advance is attracting
interest from hospitals and research centers around the world. Ultimately, this
technology’s high-definition recording
may enable a doctor to be more precise
in identifying the problematic tissue.
While many designers have been
focused on software and hardware
rather than electrode innovation, thin
film electrode technology shows potential to eclipse current commercially
approved electrode technologies by:
• Enhancing recording resolution.
• Being capable of stimulating brain tissue during a procedure for intraoperative mapping, which is conducted during surgeries to help surgeons identify
and preserve essential functional tissue.
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• Reducing inflammation or being more
“brain friendly.”
• Using a minimally invasive placement
method.
• Can be implanted to record and identify the problematic brain tissue and
can remain implanted until after ablative treatment is conducted. Leaving
the device in place both eliminates
the need for another surgery and supports more precise ablation than if
the surgeon were to subsequently redrill and re-insert an electrode for
ablation only.
Given its key advantages, designers of
this technology anticipate that minimally invasive thin film electrodes may
become the new gold standard when
performing iEEG procedures.
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This article was written by Dave Rosa,
President and CEO, NeuroOne Medical
Technologies Corp., Eden Prairie, MN. For
more information, visit http://info.hotims.
com/76507-346.
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When Every Second Counts … Important
Considerations for Respiratory Ventilator Design

T

oday, more than ever before,
“never fail” operation of emergency and critical care equipment is a need, not an option.
Devices such as ventilators provide lifemaintaining oxygen, and the recent pandemic has increased demand for these
devices. Ventilators are mission-critical
to sustaining life and require a robust
design to ensure they maintain the necessary up-time for patient care.
One factor leading to the necessity
for reliable ventilators and other critical care devices is the growing market
demand. In general, global critical
care, emergency equipment, and diagnostic medical equipment market are
growing at an annual rate of about 6
percent. This growth rate does not
include the recent spike in demand for
ventilators to address the coronavirus
pandemic. Population growth, alone,
necessitates growth in patient care,
emergency care, and diagnostic products. The aging of the population in the
developed world is boosting growth in

patient care, emergency care, and diagnostic products. Pollution, poor diets,
and less-active lifestyles also contribute
to a greater need for critical healthcare
equipment.
Technological innovations that provide enhanced capabilities and facilitate
new applications contribute to market
growth. Highly integrated electronic
components, LED displays, and wireless
communication advancements allow
ventilators to be portable, have wireless
communication capability, and provide
improved diagnostic analysis capability.
These devices can be used in any location enabling a doctor to assist personnel in locations remote from medical
facilities.
Designers need to protect their product designs with components that provide overcurrent protection, overvoltage
transient protection, and electrostatic
discharge (ESD). Also, designers need
to utilize the appropriate control components to safely and efficiently manage
such circuits as motor controls and high-



voltage discharge circuits. Furthermore,
designs must incorporate appropriate
sensors such as those that detect when
an instrument is enabled for activation
to protect both users and patients.
This article presents important considerations for overload protection, safe
and efficient control, and protective
sensing of ventilators. An example ventilator design is used to illustrate where
protection, control, and sensing components are needed.
Protection, Sensing, and Control
Components for Ventilators
Figure 1 shows an example of a critical
care ventilator designed for hospital use.
Also listed are protection, control, and
sensing components for consideration
for the various functional blocks. Figure
2 details a ventilator block diagram; and,
the adjacent table details the possible
components for specific circuit blocks.
Power Supply. The power supply
block connects to the power line, and
the circuit is subject to overcurrent and
 

  

 


 

  

    

   

 
  

  
  
 

 
 


   

 

  
 




 

 

Fig. 1 – A ventilator showing its subsystems and applicable component solutions.
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Fig. 2 – Ventilator block diagram with a table listing the possible protection, control, and sensing components for specific circuit blocks.

overvoltage conditions. To render it
more reliable, the circuit must be protected against both conditions. For overcurrent conditions, the designer can
select a conventional fuse or a polymer
positive coefficient (PPTC) component,
a resettable fuse. Ceramic body, cartridge fuses rated at 250 Vac offer a wide
selection of current ratings from 0.125
to 20 A and have cold resistances from
around 20 Ω to under 10 mΩ. Based on
the application, the designer can select
fast-acting or time-lag fuses. The time-lag
fuses can avoid nuisance failures from
transient overcurrent.
A PPTC component eliminates the
need to replace a blown fuse. An overcurrent causes the component to heat up;
and, its crystalline structure breaks down,
which converts the component into a
very high resistance element. When the


overcurrent condition ends or is corrected, the PPTC’s resistance returns to a
lower value and the device conducts current again. The trade-off is that PPTC
devices have higher resistances than conventional fuse elements. PPTC resistances, depending on the current rating, can
run from over 30 Ω to around 100 mΩ.
Circuit designers must also protect
their power supply circuits from the
effects of lightning strikes and large
inductive spikes that can occur when
motors are energized and de-energized.
Metal oxide varistors (MOVs) are the
recommended component and are
placed across the input line at its
entrance. MOVs can clamp the transient
voltage to no more than three times the
line voltage. The MOVs can absorb peak
currents as high as 10 kA that can last as
long as 20 μs. In addition, an MOV can



absorb up to 400 J of a square wave type
of transient that can last over 2 ms.
MOVs absorb the transient energy and
keep it from entering and damaging the
device circuitry.
Designers should not neglect the secondary side of the power supply. On the
secondary side or low voltage side of the
power supply circuit, typically a switchingtopology power supply, multilayer varistors and transient voltage suppressor
(TVS) diodes provide transient overvoltage protection for integrated circuits and
other circuit components. TVS diodes
can absorb substantial power, up to 1500
W from a 10 × 1000 μs (10 μs rise time
pulse with a pulse duration of 1 ms) transient event. These diodes respond to a
transient overvoltage in under 1 ps and
provide bipolar protection to absorb
both positive and negative transients.

  



 



IEC 60601-1-2

Medical Electrical Equipment
Parrtt 1-2

General Req
G
R uirements
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IEC 62311-2

Secondary cells and batteries
containing alkaline or other non acid electrolytes

Safety requirements for porrttable sealed secondarryy lithium cells,
and for batteries made from them, for use in porrttable applications
- Part 2: Lithium sys
stems

Fuse; PPTC

Global

IEC 60601-1-11

Medical Electrical Equipment
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Electrical Equipment and Medical Electrical Systems Used in the
Home Healthcare Environment

Fuse

Global

TVS diode; Diode array

Global

Table 1. Example safety standards for medical equipment.
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Highly integrated electronic components, LED displays, and wireless communication advancements
allow ventilators to be portable, have wireless communication capability, and provide improved diagnostic analysis capability. (Credit: Littelfuse)

To maximize efficiency, designers
should consider using Schottky diodes for
rectification of the AC voltage waveform.
Schottky diodes have a low forward voltage
drop and low leakage to minimize power
loss in rectifier circuitry. Furthermore,
these diodes can operate at high frequency, which contributes to less power loss in a
switching power supply.
If isolation is required either between
the power supply and other circuit blocks
or for functions in other circuit blocks,
designers should employ solid-state
relays. Solid-state relays provide a much
longer life than electromechanical relays
and need lower drive power. In addition,
solid-state relays offer high isolation, up
to 3750 VRMS input/output isolation.
Battery Management Unit. The battery management unit monitors and
controls a set of lithium-ion batteries.
Both the batteries and the charging control and battery output balancing circuitry need to be protected from overcurrent and overvoltage. A PPTC resettable fuse provides protection from
either overcurrent in the load or a short
in the battery pack.
A combination of TVS diodes and TVS
diode arrays provides overvoltage protection and ESD protection for the low voltage control circuits respectively. The TVS
diodes can withstand a lightning strike as
high as 30 kV and respond to the transient in less than 1 ps. The designer can
select either unipolar or bipolar versions.
TVS diode arrays provide ESD protection
for logic circuits operating at up to 5 V.
Models can be bipolar or unipolar; and,
with capacitance under 30 pF, the diode
arrays have a minimal impact on circuit
characteristics.
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MCU/MPU/DSP Block. It is essential
that the main processing and control circuitry remain at a temperature that prevents an overtemperature condition and
a disabling of the ventilator. Negative
temperature coefficient (NTC) thermistor sensors can help provide the necessary protection. NTC thermistors are
small, reliable components that take up
minimal space. They have a nominal
diameter of 0.095 in. (2.41 mm) and a
thermal time constant of 10 s. Monitoring
the temperature of this circuit block will
help ensure reliable operation for the
critical intelligence of the instrument.
User Interface. The user interface is
subject to the external environment and
requires protection from ESD, lightning, and other transients. As with other
digital circuit blocks, TVS diodes and
diode arrays can provide the necessary
protection; and, with low capacitance,
these components have a minimal
impact on circuit performance.
USB Interface. The USB interface,
like the user interface, has exposure to
the external environment. Designers
should protect the USB communication
port from overcurrent and overvoltage
conditions. A PPTC resettable fuse provides the necessary level of overcurrent
protection while consuming a minimal
amount of pc board space. A PPTC fuse
takes up an area of only 2.2 × 1.5 mm.
Designers should consider multilayer
MOV components to protect the low
voltage USB circuit from overvoltages
caused by transient voltages and ESD.
The multilayer MOVs offer bipolar
clamping, compact surface-mount form
factor, and a wide operating temperature range. To protect the USB interface
from an overtemperature event, a small
(2.0 × 1.2 mm) surface-mount, temperature indicator can provide a fast indication of temperature rise. The use of
these design considerations and the use
of the appropriate components will help
protect the five most susceptible circuit
blocks of a ventilator.
Safety Standards for Medical Equipment
Designers need to be aware of the
important standards that apply to medical devices so that their designs can be
approved by both the Federal Drug
Administration (FDA) for connection to
patients and other standards bodies for
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general electrical safety. Table 1 highlights select international safety standards
applicable to medical devices. Designers
should review and confirm all applicable
standards and certifications needed, as
each device and each geography is
unique. Standard IEC 60601-1-2 defines
requirements for medical instruments to
ensure protection from ESD and transient disturbances. Standard IEC 60601-111 covers overload safety protection
requirements for medical instrumentation. Standard IEC 62311-2 is a general
standard that applies to all portable products using any batteries with alkaline or
other non-acid electrolytes. Thus, this
standard applies to lithium battery packs.
To summarize, designers need to consider protection for all circuit blocks in
their designs that are susceptible to overcurrent, overvoltage, and ESD. Standards
dictate many of these requirements; and,
it is essential that new critical care, medical equipment comply with these standards. Attention to the details of both
protecting key circuit blocks and controlling and sensing for maximum safety and
efficiency will help implement reliable
and robust medical instruments.
Due to the critical nature of these medical devices, it is recommended that designers collaborate with component manufacturers to ensure the safety and compatibility of components in their specific designs.
Users must independently evaluate
the suitability of and test each product
selected for their own specific applications. It is the user’s sole responsibility to
determine fitness for a particular system
or use based on their own performance
criteria, conditions, specific application,
compatibility with other components,
and environmental conditions.
Note: Users must independently provide appropriate design and operating safeguards to
minimize any risks associated with their applications and products. Littelfuse products are
not designed for, and may not be used in, all
applications. Read the complete Disclaimer
Notice at www.littelfuse.com/disclaimerelectronics. To learn more, download the company’s Circuit Protection Selection Guide at
littelfuse.com/protectionguide.
This article was written by Prasad Tawade,
Strategic Marketing Manager for Littelfuse,
Inc., Chicago, IL. He can be reached at
PTawade@Littelfuse.com. For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-344.
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Minimally invasive surgery has improved patient recovery times. (Credit: Bork/Shutterstock.com)

How Unlimited-Length Flexible Printed
Circuits Are Transforming Electrical
Interfaces in Medical Devices

U

ndergoing surgery is a costly
procedure, often involving a
hospital stay and the ongoing
monitoring of the patient after
discharge. During and after an operation, the patient is put through considerable stress, both mentally and physiologically, which affects the body’s respiratory, cardiovascular, excretory, and immune systems in particular. Whenever
possible, limiting the size and number of
incisions made during surgery by using
minimally invasive surgery (MIS) techniques is extremely beneficial to the
patient’s recovery time.
The benefits of MIS over traditional
open surgery are numerous. Because

28

the incisions made by surgeons are
smaller and they leave less scarring,
patients take less time to recover. MIS
procedures are often less painful than
traditional procedures so patients
don’t need the same level of pain medication and can go home sooner. This
frees up space in hospitals for new
admissions.
MIS is proving of particular value in
gynecological, neurological, orthopedic,
thoracic, urological, and vascular surgery, as well as in interventional cardiology. By 2025, the global business for MISrelated equipment will be worth approximately $32.7 billion annually according
to analyst firm Market & Markets.1
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The introduction of various types of
electrosurgical instruments (arthroscopes, catheters, endoscopes, and
laparoscopes etc.) back in the 1980s was
pivotal to MIS as we know it today. Over
90 percent of all surgical procedures can
be performed by MIS techniques and
include appendectomy, arthroscopy,
cholecystectomy, gastric bypass/banding,
heart valve repair, hysterectomy, myomectomy, prostatectomy, spinal fusion, tubal
ligation, and bariatric procedures.
As the supporting technology becomes more sophisticated, it enables surgeons to make even greater use of MIS.
This is because innovations in electrosurgical instruments allow the incorpo-
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ration of elevated levels of functionality
making these instruments more effective. Opportunities will also exist for MIS
to be applied in treating a wider range of
medical conditions. In order to retain
their noninvasive properties, the medical devices used in MIS procedures will
need to be in the most compact of form
factors. This has implications for the
constituent electronics in terms of the
wiring that delivers the data signals and
power to them as well as the component
parts (including actuators, microsensors, power management ICs, etc.)
Until now, there has been little focus on
the space taken up by the wiring in medical designs. However, by shrinking form
factors and simultaneously adding more
functional elements, exacting space constraints are being placed onto instrument
designs. Consequently, the traditional
approach to wiring in medical devices
needs to change to respond to this shift.
Conventional electrosurgical instrument designs usually incorporate electrical interconnects that are based on
microwire technology. Wires often need to
be combined into bundles of around 600
μm in diameter. However, medical engineers should note that microwires have
other shortcomings such as their rigidity,
which makes them more difficult to apply
to enclosure formats with unusual shapes.
The interfaces connecting everything
together in modern electrosurgical
instruments will need to evolve as the
density of the electronic content packed
into them keeps increasing. A viable
option for replacing microwires is flexible printed circuits (FPCs). FPCs support high degrees of signal integrity and
prolonged operational reliability while
offering substantial space and weight
savings. They have been used in a variety
of wearable and implantable medical
devices such as blood glucose monitors,
hearing aids, and pacemakers to monitor, regulate, and assist many vital physiological processes.
FPCs have the ability to be bent and
shaped to exactly fit the dimensions of
their enclosure. They are significantly
thinner than traditional microwire bundles, yet they have a composite structure
that offers considerable mechanical
robustness. FPCs also offer medical designers considerable cost savings because a single FPC can replace multiple microwire
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Fig. 1 – Example of an ultra-thin Improved Harness Technology interconnect. (Credit: Trackwise)

interfaces. This reduces the bill of materials and the outlay on product assembly.
FPCs offer considerable space-saving
advantages over microwires and reduce
the complexity of the wiring assembly of
the instrument they are designed into.
In fact, just one FPC can supplant up to
12 microwires because, by using an FPC,
a designer can implement conductive
traces with a thickness of only 25 μm
wide. With the inclusion of the accompanying electrical insulation and protective layers, it is possible to achieve a total
interconnect thickness of less than 50
μm — a solution that is in fact thinner
than an average human hair.
If FPCs are to replace microwires and
be mass produced for design into MIS
instruments, it must be possible to manufacture them to any length. This has
been an obstacle until now as electrical
component manufactures have struggled with manufacturing techniques to
achieve this. Most FPC manufacturers
are capable of supporting lengths of up
to 0.6 m, and a very few companies are
able to manufacture solutions of about 2
m long. Until now, FPC manufacturers
have been unable to address medical
device OEMs’ design criteria.
There is a growing need for longer
wiring solutions to address the many MIS
application scenarios where this is a
requirement. For example, the catheters
frequently used in cardiac procedures
should be a minimum length of 1.1 m for
clinical staff to be able to use them cor-
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rectly. Even longer wiring lengths are necessary in instruments used for procedures
such as interventional neuroradiology
where 2 m wiring lengths are required.
UK-based Trackwise, for example, now
offers ultra-thin multi-layer FPCs of any
length (see Figure 1) achieved through
its proprietary Improved Harness
Technology™ (IHT) manufacturing
techniques. This breakthrough gives
medical sector OEMs a weight- and spacesaving, length-unlimited alternative to
the current solutions on the market.
IHT’s alternative approach to FPC production employs a fully patented, dynamic manufacturing process based on
advanced roll-to-roll electrolamination
techniques. These cost-effective techniques make it possible to create FPCs of
any length that are reliable and repeatable. The planar nature of IHT interconnects allows them to be bonded within
the structure they are mounted to, reducing the physical space that they occupy.
Reference
1. “Minimally Invasive Surgical Instruments
Market worth $32.7 billion by 2025,”
Markets and Markets, Report Code: MD
3177, March 2020.

This article was written by Philip Johnston,
CEO, Trackwise, Tewkesbury, UK. A white
paper with more information on FPCs for
medical applications is available at www.
trackwise.co.uk/capabilities/white-papers.
For more information, visit http://info.
hotims.com/76507-345.
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Wristband Tracks Human
Hand in 3D
A wrist-mounted device continuously tracks the entire
human hand in 3D. The
bracelet, called FingerTrak,
can sense and translate into 3D
the many positions of the huThe lightweight bracelet allows for
free movement. (Credit: Fang Hu/
man hand, including 20 finger
Cornell)
joint positions, using three or
four miniature, low-resolution thermal cameras that read contours on the wrist.
The lightweight bracelet allows for free movement. Instead
of using cameras to directly capture the position of the fingers,
the focus of most prior research, FingerTrak uses a combination of thermal imaging and machine learning to virtually
reconstruct the hand. The bracelet’s four miniature, thermal
cameras — each about the size of a pea — snap multiple “silhouette” images to form an outline of the hand.
A deep neural network then stitches these silhouette images
together and reconstructs the virtual hand in 3D. Through this
method, the researchers were able to capture the entire hand
pose, even when the hand is holding an object.
For more information, visit www.medicaldesignbriefs.com/
roundup/0920/hand.
3D Printable Material
Mimics Biological
Tissues
Researchers have 3D printed a complex, porous lattice
structure using liquid crystal
elastomers (LCEs), creating
devices that can finally mimic
cartilage and other biologiA DLP-printed LCE concept device of
cal tissues. LCEs are soft,
a spinal cage with a porous lattice
multifunctional materials
architecture. (Credit: UC Denver)
that are known for their elasticity and extraordinary ability to dissipate high energy.
The team developed a honey-like LC resin that, when hit
with ultraviolet light, cures — forming new bonds in a succession of thin photopolymer layers. The final cured resin forms
a soft, strong, and compliant elastomer. When printed in lattice structures — levels of patterning akin to a honeycomb —
that’s when it began to mimic cartilage.
The group printed several structures, including a prototype of a spinal fusion cage, creating the largest LCE device
with the most detail. The combination of the resin and printing process also led to 12 times greater rate-dependence and
up to 27 times greater strain–energy dissipation compared to
those printed from a commercially available photocurable
elastomer resin.
For more information, visit www.medicaldesignbriefs.com/
roundup/0920/tissues.
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Hot Ring Produces
Microwave-Powered
Ultrasound Pulses
Wirelessly
Researchers have developed a wireless ultrasound transducer that is
Thermoacoustic imaging of ultrasound
efficiently excited by
wave generation from the split ring resmicrowaves. The result
onator. (Credit: Lan et al. 2020, Figure
is a simple oil-filled
3/doi 10.1117/1.AP.2.3.036006)
patch that can be placed
anywhere on the body. No batteries, no wires, and no bath.
The basic principle is based on using microwave absorption
to generate sound waves. Microwaves result in lower resolution
compared to optical systems, but the scattering is also much
lower, so excitation depth is no longer a problem. But, the
body’s absorption of microwaves is also very low, so the generated sound waves are very weak.
The technique relies on the properties of the split ring resonator. A split ring resonator is a wire loop that is broken.
When exposed to microwaves, a current flows in the ring. But,
because the ring isn't complete, the charge “piles up” at the
gap, creating a large voltage between the ends of the wire. This
large oscillating voltage means that, just in the gap, the
absorbed power is high, and thermo-elastically induced acoustic
waves are produced efficiently.
For more information, visit www.medicaldesignbriefs.com/
roundup/0920/ultrasound.
Researchers Develop
Portable Blood Ammonia
Detector
Researchers have developed a
handheld, portable ammonia
detector that — like glucometers used to measure blood
sugar — assesses ammonia levA prototype of the handheld
ammonia blood detector and
els from a finger or earlobe
associated test strips. (Credit:
prick.
Thomas Veltman)
The sensor has been tested on
blood samples from patients prone to elevated ammonia levels,
and a portable version of the device has been tested on blood samples dosed with ammonia. Results were accurate in both cases.
The test strips are made from scratch. Blood applied to a
small hole at one end of the strip zips through a microscopic
channel and sinks into a paper-lined well at the opposite end,
which is coated with an inexpensive chemical that liberates the
ammonia from the sample. Inside the device, this well sits
directly under the ammonia sensor.
The researchers have formed a company around their invention with the ultimate goal of attaining FDA clearance for the
technology.
For more information, visit www.medicaldesignbriefs.com/
roundup/0920/ammonia.
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Super-Strong Surgical Tape Detaches on Demand
A double-sided adhesive can be detached from the underlying tissue without causing any
damage. Last year, the engineers developed the adhesive, which could quickly and firmly
stick to wet surfaces such as biological tissues. By applying a liquid solution, the new version
can be peeled away like a slippery gel in case it needs to be adjusted during surgery, for example, or removed once the tissue has healed.
To the original material, they added a new disulfide linker molecule, which can be placed
Detaching tissue adhesive from the
between covalent bonds with a tissue’s surface proteins. The team chose to synthesize this
hydrogel after applying the triggering
particular molecule because its bonds, while strong, can be easily severed if exposed to a parsolution for 5 min. (Credit: MIT)
ticular reducing agent.
The researchers also fabricated a version of the adhesive that they etched with
tiny channels the solution can also diffuse
through. This design should be particularly useful if the tape were used to attach
implants and other medical devices.
For more information, visit www.
medicaldesignbriefs.com/roundup/0920/
tape.
Researchers 3D Print Working
Heart Pump with Human Cells

3D rendering of the printed heart pump. (Credit:
Kupfer, Lin, et al./University of Minnesota)

Researchers have 3D printed a functioning centimeter-scale human heart
pump in the lab. The discovery could
have major implications for studying
heart disease. The team optimized the
specialized ink made from extracellular matrix proteins, combined the ink
with human stem cells, and used the
ink-plus-cells to 3D print the chambered structure. The stem cells were
expanded to high cell densities in the
structure first, and then differentiated
from the heart muscle cells. Because
the cells were differentiating right
next to each other, it’s more similar to
how the stem cells would grow in the
body and then undergo specification
to heart muscle cells.
This discovery creates a structure that
is like a closed sac with a fluid inlet and
fluid outlet, where they can measure
how a heart moves blood within the
body. This makes it an invaluable tool
for studying heart function.
For more information, visit www.
medicaldesignbriefs.com/roundup/0920/
heart.
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Temporary COVID-Specific Treatment and Testing
Facilities Require Distinct Interconnect Solutions
Robust connectivity is
integral to the accuracy
and efficiency.
CDM Electronics
Turnersville, NJ
Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the diagnostic testing, medical
equipment, and healthcare professional
communities have shifted much of their
focus to temporary facilities requiring
radiofrequency (RF) and microwavedependent communications and diagnostic systems. The overwhelming demand for community-based testing
(over 30,000,000+ tests administered to
date) was further complicated by the
fact that most testing needed to be
accomplished in temporary field sites.
The sudden surge of hospital inpatient volume taxed the established
healthcare system beyond its capacity
and necessitated the temporary establishment of COVID-specific treatment/
testing locations in such unlikely venues
as convention centers, public parks, and
military installations. The challenge was
that these critical diagnostic and treatment centers were dependent on efficient connectivity to other temporary
facilities, i.e. labs, hospitals, and government agencies. This ultimately created a
critical and unprecedented demand for
mobile and wireless communications,
along with the urgency for wired equipment networks in larger temporary treatment locations.
■ Interconnect Requirements
It became evident within days of the
coronavirus pandemic outbreak in the
United States that the need for state-ofthe-industry communications was urgent.
Due to the remote nature of many of the
newly established diagnostic and treatment facilities, connectivity was required
for cellular networks to link hospitals’ and
temporary locations’ Wi-Fi access points.
This involved the immediate installation
of temporary networks and/or the employment of satellite antenna systems.
Robust connectivity was integral to the
accuracy and efficiency of remote testing
and pop-up acute treatment facilities.
Connectivity capabilities, optimized to
ensure consistent signal transmission and
36

CDM Electronics’ ruggedized Signal Storm coaxial jumper cables feature Times Microwave Systems’
interconnect components. (Credit: CDM Electronics)

RF performance parameters should be determined by the end user and validated during the cable
assembly’s production process. (Credit: CDM Electronics)

reception, were wholly dependent on the
durability and reliability of such interconnection components as RF interfaces, specialty RF connectors, cables, and cable
assemblies.
In addition to prioritizing signal integrity, interconnect providers were faced with
the challenge of establishing network
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

equipment and/or antenna systems in
less-than-ideal/harsh environments. Their
task was made even more difficult by the
need to get systems operational ASAP. This
too frequently resulted in faulty installations by personnel not adequately trained
in mission-critical communications equipment and/or network connectivity.
Medical Design Briefs, September 2020

U.S. military personnel assist the medical community in construction of mobile testing facilities.
(Credit: CDM Electronics)

Temporary medical facilities require mobile, wireless, and sometimes wired network communications. (Credit: CDM Electronics)

Cable, cable assembly, and connector
suppliers quickly recognized that products
intended for remote network equipment
and/or antenna systems needed to be easy
to install and ruggedized. To address this,
value-added cable assembly manufacturers
specified flexible coaxial cables with a minimum bend radius of not more than 10X
the overall cable diameter. This bend radius is considered ideal for routing cable
assemblies around and through an array
of obstacles in nonpermanent applications. IP67 (or higher rated) interconnect
or termination sleeves as well as self-sealing coaxial cable were also specified to
maintain structural integrity in case the
assembly jacket was compromised.
Notably, many cable assembly providers
began to observe an increased number
Medical Design Briefs, September 2020

of customers now requiring Mil-Spec
components in their commercial RF
interconnect devices. This new initiative is widely believed to be in direct
response to the markets’ heightened
awareness of the critical need for
durable connectivity. The employment
of Mil-Spec components ensures that
RF performance parameters more
accurately validate frequency range
requirements and determine that
insertion loss is within specification.
Mil-Spec mechanical testing applies to
such requirements as tensile strength
and pull testing (terminations and
entire assembly), radial torque, and
moisture resistance/humidity testing.
It can further be used to identify mishandling of the interconnections.
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

■ Unique RF Interconnect
Requirements
Many connectivity requirements for
these applications mirror those of temporary field wireless and satellite communications; however, temporary diagnostic, treatment, and patient-monitoring applications necessitate a particular
focus on RF performance. In addition to
the specification that coaxial cables call
for, a minimum bend radius of not more
than 10X the overall cable diameter, best
practice is to validate the frequency
range. Most systems typically operate
within the industrial, scientific, and medical (ISM) radio bands of 900 MHz, 2.4
GHz, and 5.8 GHz. Other considerations
for validation are time domain/time
delay, insertion loss, and VSWR (voltage
standing wave radio.) Peak performance
is further ensured when cable assemblies
are phase matched during the manufacturing process.
Again, an increasingly common alternative to conventional commercial specifications is to employ Mil-Spec mechanical
testing requirements. These specialized
testing prerequisites need be administered and documented by the cable
assembly provider to ensure that assemblies are certified to ISO standards.
Choosing a supplier that is military and
aerospace accredited (AS9100D, Nadcap,
etc.) is suggested.
It should further be noted that diagnostic imaging systems such as ultrasound, CT scan, and advanced radiography equipment require a significantly
larger and more robust set of RF interconnects and coaxial cables and have
their own a distinctive set of challenges.
■ Evolving RF Technology
Most commercial off-the-shelf wireless components and assemblies are not
optimal for integration into medical
devices as they often do not comply with
the requirement for nonmagnetic materials. While single metal plating has
been used for many years, “white
bronze” or tri-metal (Tri-M3) has
become a widely accepted, cost-effective
alternative.
Tri-metal (composed of copper, tin,
and zinc) plating features low electrical
resistance, superior corrosion resistance,
nonmagnetic properties, and extremely
high hardness characteristics to support
superior overall equipment performance and durability. Moreover, it supports low-PIM performance (passive
intermodulation) to ensure minimal
37

Pop-up testing locations depend on ruggedized and reliable interconnects. (Credit: CDM Electronics)

noise within the cable or subassembly,
especially important in medical connectivity applications. PIM performance can
be specified and quantified during the
cable or subassembly process.
Wireless product development, including technology optimized for tele radiology, will focus on robust performance and 100 percent shielding to
avoid dropped connections, time-outs,
and data re-tries caused by external factors compromising the quality of the
interconnect. It is now more important
than ever to rely on the experience and
expertise of a manufacturing partner
that delivers cable assemblies certified
to ISO standards and is military and
aerospace accredited.
This article was written by Robert Grzib,
CDM Marketing Manager, CDM Electronics,
Turnersville, NJ. For more information, visit
http://info.hotims.com/76507-347.

Four Critical Challenges of Prehospital Infusion
Infusion pump
manufacturers must
address challenges to
support paramedics.
Eitan Group
Netanya, Israel
Prehospital medicine, also referred to as
emergency medical services (EMS), is a
subspecialty within the medical field that
initiates care for ill or injured patients
before they arrive at a hospital or while
they are in transit to a hospital. As a result
of the nature of this unpredictable and
ever-changing environment, prehospital
clinicians, namely paramedics, must be
prepared to handle every challenge
thrown their way.
Beyond in-depth medical training,
paramedics are supplied with top-of-theline medical equipment and gear in
preparation to face these obstacles. This
includes mobile ECG monitors and
defibrillators, ventilators, and to some
degree, point-of-care blood analysis
equipment, among others. However,
there is one antiquated tool that has yet
to make the jump to EMS readiness:
intravenous infusion pumps. Paramedics
currently face four infusion challenges:
gravity functionality, bulky size, unsuitable for all environments, and insufficient power options.
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■ Gravity-Powered Infusion Pumps
— You Just Can’t Put Them Down
More often than not, paramedics can be
found using a gravity-powered manual
infusion therapy technique. This technique is done by securing the medication
to an elevated, upright attachment point
and then allowing gravity to move the medication through the IV tubing. Paramedics
then need to count the individual drops in
a drip chamber controlled by a roller
clamp that a patient receives, which corelates to the correct medication dosage.
Considering the advanced, transport
friendly technologies available for EMS
professionals, this is an obvious impediment to their lifesaving work and a lessthan-ideal approach to drug administration. Proper electronic intravenous infusion pumps, designed to regulate infusion
to deliver fluids at the correct rate and volume no matter what position the pump is
in, are necessary for EMS professionals to
provide the right care at the right time.
These pumps must, however, be designed
with the needs of EMS in mind, which
brings us to the next point.
■ Bigger Is Not Always Better
Today, paramedics that have access to
advanced infusion pumps often use
hospital-grade multi-channel pumps.
These pumps are bulky and built for stable
settings, which are unlike most EMS environments. Maneuvering with these pumps
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

can be very difficult, especially in unpredictable terrain. This poses a problem, as
prehospital care is often mobile and turbulent, as patients are transported to hospitals via ambulance and helicopter. These
tumultuous rides can falsely set off alerts
such as air-in-line alarms or cause the inaccurate delivery of medications, problems
that can be detrimental to patient care.
To combat this, EMS professionals
should be equipped with infusion pumps
that are small and rugged so that paramedics can more easily transport this
equipment to begin delivering medications and fluids within moments of a recognized need at the point of care — no
matter the terrain, surrounding environment, or means of transport (ambulance
or helicopter).
■ Built to Survive the Elements
The prehospital environment is distinctly different from a general-care hospital environment. When paramedics arrive
at a medical emergency, the nature of
their surroundings is completely unpredictable. External forces, as well as patient
health issues, can lead to a rapid decline
in patient status. Therefore, it is crucial
that the capability to provide appropriate
care, as deemed by the paramedic, be
available. This care can start at the site of
the incident and continue up until the
patient has reached physicians at the
receiving hospital. Therefore, IV pumps
Medical Design Briefs, September 2020

suited for the prehospital environment
must be tough enough to withstand unknown factors. Pumps need to be reliable
and unperturbed by drops and spills,
which are common throughout the prehospital environment.
Pumps also need to be transport-rated
and approved, meaning that they can withstand drastic temperatures, motion, and
electrical interference of out-of-hospital
environments. With this approval, the likelihood of equipment failure adversely
impacting patient care is decreased.
Additionally, pumps need to be equipped
with suitable infusion sets and accessories
to negate all possible errors that may
occur, including air-in-line alarms, to
ensure optimal performance during prehospital scenarios.

also helpful in reducing errors in emergency response scenarios.
EMS professionals must be prepared for
any and every scenario. However, their lifesaving work hinges on the effectiveness
and capabilities of the tools and supplies
they are equipped with, which can either
hinder or facilitate their efforts. Moving
forward, infusion pump manufacturers
must address these challenges to support paramedics striving to provide care
in unpredictable prehospital environ-

ments. In doing so, paramedics and
EMS teams will be equipped with tools
that are as responsive and reliable since
their users play a pivotal role in providing healthcare services on the front
lines.
This article was written by L.J. Relle BBA,
NRP, FP-C, CCP-C, a career firefighter and
paramedic serving the greater New Orleans
area for over 15 years. He also serves as a consultant to Eitan Group. For more information,
visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-349.

■ Compatibility and Staying Power
Prehospital care, by nature, is full of
unknowns requiring paramedics to
always be ready to react to new circumstances. To support this constant state of
readiness, tools and equipment used by
paramedics must also be able to keep up
with the paramedics themselves. As such,
IV infusion pumps should be equipped
with long-lasting batteries, ideally ones
with 24-hour continuous run time, to last
through such unpredictable scenarios.
Additionally, IV pumps should come
equipped with advanced drug library
capabilities and presets to accelerate
programming. These functionalities are
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New Wearable Sensor Tracks Vitamin C Levels in Sweat
The noninvasive technology
could support dietary
adherence and detect
nutritional deficiencies.
UC San Diego
San Diego, CA
A team at the University of California
San Diego has developed a wearable,
noninvasive Vitamin C sensor that could
provide a new, highly personalized option for users to track their daily nutritional intake and dietary adherence. The
study was published in ACS Sensors.
“Wearable sensors have traditionally
been focused on their use in tracking
physical activity, or for monitoring disease pathologies, like in diabetes,” says
first-author Juliane Sempionatto, a PhD
candidate in nanoengineering in Joseph
Wang’s lab at the UC San Diego Jacobs
School of Engineering. “This is the first
demonstration of using an enzymebased approach to track changes in the
level of a necessary vitamin and opens a
new frontier in the wearable device
arena.”
“Wearable sensors have rarely been
considered for precision nutrition,” says
Joseph Wang, a professor of nanoengineering and director of the Center
of Wearable Sensors at UC San Diego.
■ Why Vitamin C Is Important
Vitamin C is an essential dietary component, as it cannot be synthesized by
the human body and must be obtained
through food or via vitamin supplements. The vitamin is important for supporting immune health and collagen
production, a vital player in wound healing, as well as improving iron absorption
from plant-based foods. Ongoing
research is examining whether or not
the vitamin’s role as an antioxidant
might support its use in treating diseases
like cancer and heart disease.
Most pressingly, the vitamin is being
studied in several clinical trials for its
potential in supporting recovery from
COVID-19, the disease caused by the
novel SARS-CoV-2 virus. A handful of
past studies have linked high doses of
vitamin C, alongside other treatments, to
reduced mortality rates in patients with
sepsis and, in one study, acute respiratory
distress syndrome (ARDS) — both common conditions seen in serious cases
40

The wearable sensor stretches without tearing. (Credit: UCSD)

The sensor could provide a new, highly personalized option for users to track their daily nutritional intake and dietary adherence. (Credit: UCSD)

where patients with COVID-19 require
intensive care and intubation.
If vitamin C does help patients recover
from the disease, such a wearable sensor
might aid doctors and recovering
patients in tracking their vitamin C levels
during treatment and recovery, providing an opportunity for healthcare
providers to precisely tune vitamin supplementation to match a patient’s needs.
■ The Wearable Device
The new wearable device consists of an
adhesive patch that can be applied to a
user’s skin, containing a system to stimulate sweating and an electrode sensor
designed to quickly detect vitamin C levels
in sweat. To do so, the device includes
flexible electrodes containing the enzyme
ascorbate oxidase. When vitamin C is
present, the enzyme converts it to dehydroascrobic acid, and the resulting consumption of oxygen generates a current
that is measured by the device.
In vitro testing and testing in four
human subjects who had consumed
vitamin C supplements and vitamin Ccontaining fruit juices showed that the
device was highly sensitive to detecting
changes in the levels and dynamics of
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

The epidermal patch is paired with a board that
can transmit data wirelessly. (Credit: UCSD)

the vitamin when tracked across two
hours. The researchers also tested the
electrode detector’s ability to detect
temporal vitamin C changes in tears
and saliva, demonstrating its cross functionality. Differences observed in the
vitamin C dynamics across different
human subjects indicates that the
device has promise for personal nutrition applications.
“Ultimately, this sort of device would be
valuable for supporting behavioral
changes around diet and nutrition,” says
Sempionatto. “A user could track not just
vitamin C, but other nutrients — a multivitamin patch, if you will. This is a field
that will keep growing fast.” The UC San
Diego team is closely collaborating with
DSM Nutritional Products toward the use
of wearable sensors for personal nutrition.
“Despite the rapid development of wearable biosensors, the potential of these devices to guide personalized nutrition has
Medical Design Briefs, September 2020

not yet been reported,” says Wang. “I hope
that the new epidermal patch will facilitate
the use of wearable sensors for noninvasive
nutrition status assessments and tracking
of nutrient uptake toward detecting and
correcting nutritional deficiencies, assess-

ing adherence to vitamin intake, and supporting dietary behavior change.”
With the pressing need to develop new
treatments for COVID-19, the team is
also looking for ways to quickly get this
technology into a clinical setting, in the

event that vitamin C does prove to be a
helpful treatment for the disease.
This article was written by Alison Caldwell,
PhD, Bigelow Science Communication Fellow,
UCSD. For more information, visit http://
jacobsschool.ucsd.edu.

Spinal Stimulators Repurposed to Restore Touch in Lost Limb
Spinal cord stimulators
could provide sensory
feedback to a prosthetic
arm.
University of Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh, PA
Imagine tying your shoes or taking a
sip of coffee or cracking an egg but without any feeling in your hand. That’s life
for users of even the most advanced
prosthetic arms.
Although it’s possible to simulate
touch by stimulating the remaining
nerves in the stump after an amputation,
such a surgery is highly complex and indi-
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vidualized. But according to a new study
from the University of Pittsburgh’s Rehab
Neural Engineering Labs, spinal cord
stimulators commonly used to relieve
chronic pain could provide a straightforward and universal method for adding
sensory feedback to a prosthetic arm.
For this study, published in eLife, four
amputees received spinal stimulators,
which, when turned on, create the illusion of sensations in the missing arm.
“What’s unique about this work is that
we’re using devices that are already implanted in 50,000 people a year for pain —
physicians in every major medical center
across the country know how to do these
surgical procedures — and we get similar
results to highly specialized devices and

Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/76507-752

procedures,” says study senior author Lee
Fisher, PhD, assistant professor of physical
medicine and rehabilitation, University of
Pittsburgh School of Medicine.
The strings of implanted spinal electrodes, which Fisher describes as about the
size and shape of “fat spaghetti noodles,”
run along the spinal cord, where they sit
slightly to one side, atop the same nerve
roots that would normally transmit sensations from the arm. Since it’s a spinal cord
implant, even a person with a shoulderlevel amputation can use this device.
Fisher’s team sent electrical pulses
through different spots in the implanted
electrodes, one at a time, while participants used a tablet to report what they
were feeling and where.
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All the participants experienced sendemonstrate that the sensory feedsations somewhere on their missing
back can help to improve the control
arm or hand, and they indicated the
of a prosthetic hand during functionextent of the area affected by drawing
al tasks like tying shoes or holding an
on a blank human form. Three particiegg without accidentally crushing it.
pants reported feelings localized to a
Shrinking the size of the contacts —
single finger or part of the palm.
the parts of the electrode where cur“I was pretty surprised at how small
rent comes out — is another priority.
the area of these sensations were that
That might allow users to experience
people were reporting,” Fisher says.
even more localized sensations.
“That’s important because we want to
“Our goal here wasn’t to develop
generate sensations only where the
the final device that someone would
prosthetic limb is making contact with
use permanently,” Fisher says. “Mostly
objects.”
we wanted to demonstrate the possiWhen asked to describe not just
bility that something like this could
where but how the stimulation felt, Spinal leads exit the back to connect to an external stim- work.”
ulator. The goal of this study was to show that spinal
all four participants reported feeling stimulation can be used to recreate tactile sensations on
This study was funded by the U.S.
natural sensations, such as touch and the missing limb. (Credit: UPMC)
Army Research Office and the Defense
pressure, though these feelings often
Advanced Research Projects Agency
were mixed with decidedly artificial senmate goal of creating a prosthetic arm that
(grant number W911NF-15-2-0016).
sations, such as tingling, buzzing, or
provides sensory feedback to the user.
Additional authors include Santosh
prickling.
“Stability of these devices is really critiChandrasekaran, PhD; Ameya NaniAlthough some degree of electrode
cal,” Fisher says. “If the electrodes are
vadekar, MS; Gina McKernan, PhD; Eric
migration is inevitable in the first few days
moving around, that’s going to change
Helm, MD; Michael Boninger, MD;
after the leads are implanted, Fisher’s
what a person feels when we stimulate.”
Jennifer Collinger, PhD; and Robert
team found that the electrodes, and the
The next big challenges are to design
Gaunt, PhD, all of Pitt.
sensations they generated, mostly stayed
spinal stimulators that can be fully
A video of the technology can be viewed at
put across the month-long duration of the
implanted rather than connecting to a
https://bit.ly/Pitt-stimulator. For more inforexperiment. That’s important for the ultistimulator outside the body and to
mation, visit www.upmc.com.

Robotic Arm Helps Perform Delicate Surgeries
Sending small electrical
currents to the fingertips
of someone operating a
robotic arm can help
surgeons during robotassisted procedures.
Texas A&M
College Station, TX
Steady hands and uninterrupted,
sharp vision are critical when performing surgery on delicate structures like
the brain or hair-thin blood vessels.
While surgical cameras have improved
what surgeons see during operative procedures, the “steady hand” remains to be
enhanced — new surgical technologies,
including sophisticated surgeon-guided
robotic hands, cannot prevent accidental injuries when operating close to fragile tissue.
In a new study published in the journal Scientific Reports, researchers at Texas
A&M University show that by delivering
small, yet perceptible buzzes of electrical currents to fingertips, users can be
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given an accurate perception of distance to contact. This insight enabled
users to control their robotic fingers
precisely enough to gently land on fragile surfaces.
The researchers say that this technique
might be an effective way to help surgeons reduce inadvertent injuries during
robot-assisted operative procedures.
“One of the challenges with robotic
fingers is ensuring that they can be controlled precisely enough to softly land
on biological tissue,” says Hangue Park,
assistant professor in the department of
electrical and computer engineering.
“With our design, surgeons will be able
to get an intuitive sense of how far their
robotic fingers are from contact, information they can then use to touch fragile structures with just the right amount
of force.”
Robot-assisted surgical systems, also
known as telerobotic surgical systems,
are physical extensions of a surgeon. By
controlling robotic fingers with movements of their own fingers, surgeons can
perform intricate procedures remotely,
thus expanding the number of patients
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

that they can provide medical attention.
Also, the tiny size of the robotic fingers
means that surgeries are possible with
much smaller incisions since surgeons
need not make large cuts to accommodate for their hands in the patient’s body
during operations.
To move their robotic fingers precisely, surgeons rely on live streaming of
visual information from cameras fitted
on telerobotic arms. Thus, they look into
monitors to match their finger movements with those of the telerobotic fingers. In this way, they know where their
robotic fingers are in space and how
close these fingers are to each other.
However, Park notes that just visual
information is not enough to guide fine
finger movements, which is critical when
the fingers are in the close vicinity of the
brain or other delicate tissue.
“Surgeons can only know how far apart
their actual fingers are from each other
indirectly, that is, by looking at where
their robotic fingers are relative to each
other on a monitor,” Park says. “This
roundabout view diminishes their sense
of how far apart their actual fingers are
Medical Design Briefs, September 2020

researchers then compared
whether users receiving current stimulation along with
visual information about closing distance on their monitors did better at estimating
proximity than those who
received visual information
alone. Park and his team also
tailored their technology according to the user’s sensitivity to electrical current frequencies. In other words, if a
Stimulation electrodes on a glove deliver distance information
user was sensitive to a wider
that allows a user to touch a test object with just the right
range of current frequencies,
amount of force. (Credit: Texas A&M College of Engineering)
the distance information was
from each other, which then affects how
delivered with smaller steps of increasing
they control their robotic fingers.”
currents to maximize the accuracy of proxTo address this problem, Park and his
imity estimation.
team came up with an alternate way to
The researchers found that users receivdeliver distance information that is indeing electrical pulses were more aware of
pendent of visual feedback. By passing difthe proximity to underlying surfaces and
ferent frequencies of electrical currents
could lower their force of contact by
onto fingertips via gloves fitted with stimuaround 70 percent, performing much betlation probes, the researchers were able to
ter than the other group. Overall, they
train users to associate the frequency of
observed that proximity information delivcurrent pulses with distance; that is,
ered through mild electric pulses was
increasing current frequencies indicated
about three times more effective than the
the closing distance from a test object. The
visual information alone.

DEVELOPMENT & SERVICE PROVIDER

Park says their novel approach has the
potential to significantly increase maneuverability during surgery while minimizing risks of unintended tissue damage.
He also says their technique would add
little to the existing mental load of surgeons during operative procedures.
“Our goal was to come up with a solution that would improve the accuracy in
proximity estimation without increasing
the burden of active thinking needed for
this task,” he says.
“When our technique is ready for use
in surgical settings, physicians will be
able to intuitively know how far their
robotic fingers are from underlying
structures, which means that they can
keep their active focus on optimizing the
surgical outcome of their patients.”
Other contributors to the research
include Ziqi Zhao, Minku Yeo, and
Stefan Manoharan from the Texas A&M
department of electrical and computer
engineering, and Seok Chang Ryu from
Ewha Womans University, South Korea.
This article was written by Vandana
Suresh, Texas A&M University College of
Engineering. For more information, visit
https://today.tamu.edu.
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Fast-Tracking Diagnostic Testing for COVID-19 and Other Viruses
hen plasma equipment manufacturer PVA TePla America
W
was asked by a manufacturer of real-time PCR diagnostic
tests to treat hundreds of thousands of plastic cartridges used to
test for COVID-19, they immediately jumped at the task.
Plasma is a state of matter, like a solid, liquid, or gas. When
enough energy is added to a gas it becomes ionized into a plasma state. The collective properties of these active ingredients
can be controlled to clean, activate, chemically graft, and deposit a wide range of chemistries.
In this case, plasma treatments play a small but critical role by
modifying the surface of the plastic multi-well cartridges used in
real-time polymerase chain reaction (PCR) tests.
Untreated synthetic polymers used to make multi-well plates
and cartridges are naturally hydrophobic (repel water) and so
provide inadequate binding sites for cells to anchor effectively
to their surfaces. To improve biomolecule attachment, survivability, and proliferation, they must be surface modified using
plasma to become more hydrophilic.
Plasma treatments also help eliminate air bubbles that can
accumulate at the edges of the well bottom, which can interfere
with the proper mixing of reagents and also limiting the available surface area. Depending on the assay, this can dramatically
impact the quality and resolution of the test.
With COVID-19, there was also a need to detect the presence
of the virus at its earliest stages, which meant fewer diagnostic
markers would be available — another factor that can impact
the quality of the test results. This was yet another reason that
plasma treatment was so important.

Plasma treatments also help eliminate air bubbles that can accumulate at
the edges of the well bottom, which can interfere with the proper mixing
of reagents and also limit the available surface area. (Credit: PVA TePla)

As a manufacturer of plasma equipment, PVA TePla also
offers contract processing services. As such, the company already
had a relationship with the manufacturer, treating similar style
cartridges. However, with a global pandemic at hand, the challenge was not only to treat the multi-well cartridges, but also to
fast-track the process to assist the company in its quest to produce millions of tests as rapidly as possible.

Untreated synthetic polymers used to make multi-well plates and cartridges are naturally hydrophobic (repel water) and so provide inadequate binding
sites for cells to anchor effectively to their surfaces. (Credit: PVA TePla)
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The PETG trays to hold a defined number of cartridges, which optimizes the quantity of parts contained in a shipping box and allows for a reduction in
shipping costs. (Credit: PVA TePla)

“We were treating approximately 1,500 test cartridge units
for the customer and now they were asking us to process more
than 50,000 cartridges per month. Since the cartridge had
many wells, that equates to roughly 500,000 individual tests
that could be conducted each month,” says Michael Barden,
head of research and development at PVA TePla.
To speed the process, PVA TePla worked with its customer to
optimize the plasma processing time from an hour per batch
to only 10 minutes. This significantly increased throughput
and allowed for “just-in-time” delivery of processed parts.
Through its continued work and development activities PVA
TePla has developed advanced plasma techniques for surface
activation to create long lifetime, hydrophilic surfaces that also
prevent any problematic air bubbles from forming, which can
negate accurate testing results.
Although each batch could be processed in under five minutes, Barden says there were other ways to optimize the
throughput, however. In the past, incoming parts were shipped
with the components loose in bags. Given that the quantities
would now be in the tens of thousands per month, sorting,
preparing, and counting added significantly to the time and
costs of processing. PVA TePla staff had to handle each of the
items by hand, which was not ideal.
Another issue recognized over time was that hard polymer
parts can scratch or scuff other items, particularly when loosely
packaged in bags, causing a yield reduction as some cartridges
had to be rejected given that even fine scratches could impact
the final testing results.
After reviewing in detail the upstream and downstream
processes with the manufacturer, it was determined that upon
receipt of the processed parts from PVA TePla, the customer
Medical Design Briefs, September 2020

would then package the cartridges in trays made from polyethylene terephthalate glycol (PETG). Barden suggested that the
company instead shipp the parts already in those trays.
“We already had experience processing items in PETG trays
and with some minor adjustments to hardware and the plasma
process parameters, it was possible to achieve the desired result
of treating just the exposed wells, not the outside of the cartridge,” explains Barden.
The customer then designed the PETG trays to hold a defined number of cartridges, optimizing the quantity of parts
contained in a shipping box and thus allowing for a reduction
in shipping costs. PVA TePla was able to optimize the number
of trays that could be readily placed into its own fixturing
device when plasma treating each batch.
This also eliminated any need to handle the cartridges,
which are loaded using pick-and-place robots into the PETG
trays. Once at PVA TePla, the trays are loaded, and the parts
are treated, removed, and then forwarded to the next step in
production at another facility.
In addition to speed, the process modifications allowed the
manufacturer to reduce the overall cost-per-part and improve
their profit margin. According to Barden, the customer aims
to keep raising production capacity.
“During a pandemic, you have to do all of this much faster
and you need your supply chain to be just in time,” explains
Barden. “So, you must work hard to streamline all elements
of product manufacturing, and we work with all of our customers to do that. Now, production of 25,000–50,000 surface
treated cartridges is possible in just a few days.”
This article was written by Jeff Elliott, a Torrance, CA-based technical
writer. For more information, visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-343.
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH

2020 Product of the Year
Finalist

■ Adhesives for Wearable Medical Devices

3M, St. Paul, MN, has added an extended wear medical transfer adhesive to its lineup of advanced adhesives for medical
devices. Designed to laminate many substrates, 3M medical transfer adhesive 4075 features an extended wear pressure sensitive
transfer adhesive and allows design engineers to use a variety of backings. The transfer adhesive offers excellent initial skin
adhesion with up to a 14-day wear time, depending on the backing material used, and it meets requirements to use on intact
skin. It has been tested to ISO:10993-5 and ISO:10993-10, which assess the in vitro cytotoxicity and a product’s potential to produce irritation and skin sensitization, respectively. It is ethylene oxide sterilization compatible.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-350

Product Focus: Pumps and Valves
■ Fluid Control Valve

■ Thermal Oil Pumps

Emerson, St. Louis, MO, offers a fluid
control valve for medical devices. Advanced
technologies have led to ever increasing
functions in portable medical devices,
which includes emphasis on miniaturization in fluid control components. In particular, the ability to manifold miniature valves side by side with minimal pitch has grown in
importance. Series 076 is designed to meet these market challenges
as a 7.6-mm general service valve able to be mounted directly side
by side with overlapping mounting brackets and the functional performance (power consumption, flow, and pressure rating) equal to
or better than many 10 mm valves currently on the market.

Circor International, Burlington, MA,
offers thermal oil pumps with variable frequency drive (VFD) for use on medical glove
production lines. The NTT 250-400 pumps can be installed
in the heat transfer system to control the temperature while the gloves
dry in their molds. At an operating temperature of 280 °C and almost
atmospheric inlet pressure, the application requires a flow rate of 900
square meters per hour (m3/h) at 55 meters head. The pump’s compact design enables it to operate at 1800 revolutions per minute
(rpm), which is necessary to achieve the required flow rate.

For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-351

■ Sinusoidal Pump

For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-352

■ Transfer Diaphragm Pump

Watson-Marlow Fluid Technology Group,
Wilmington, MA, has launched a pump series
to provide sustainable, high-quality, versatile
fluid management for the pharmaceutical
industry. An innovative advancement over conventional lobe pumps, the Certa Plus technology offers manufacturers lower shear, lower power consumption, full traceability, and
ultimate cleanability. Clean-in-place (CIP) capabilities enable ease
of cleaning and allow the pump to be easily integrated into an
aseptic fluid path.

Patented self-flushing valves
from Iwaki, Holliston, MA, are
ideal for pumping solutions with
solids or debris. The company’s
model APN-P60GD4-W provides flows to 2,400 ml/min, discharge
pressure to 11.6 PSI, and vacuum to 14.17 inHg, 24V BLDC, with 5
VDC control voltage. The use of a special diaphragm design allows
the pump to transfer both air and liquid efficiently. The valves give
pump debris or slurries without clogging, reducing performance,
or hindering priming capability. The compact, lightweight unit
offers optimum sizing for analytical equipment.

For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-353

For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-354

■ Simulation Software

■ Extrusion Capabilities

Volume Graphics, Charlotte, NC, has added
and augmented important functionalities to its
software that help designers and manufacturers
capture and interrogate product data to improve
final quality. When there’s no 3D CAD model of
an object available, VGSTUDIO MAX 3.4’s Reverse Engineering
Module provides a comprehensive suite of capabilities in an automated package. The module can generate surfaces from a CT scan or from
any voxel model converted from a closed mesh/point cloud scan,
using an auto-surface function that is fast and accurate. This functionality allows manually generated design models to be available digitally
without the need for a CAD designer or reverse-engineering specialist.

Tri-layer and multi-layer extrusion capabilities are available from VistaMed, a business unit
of Freudenberg Medical, Carrick-on-Shannon,
Ireland. VistaMed’s tri-layer tubing is produced
on precision multi-layer extrusion lines in a Class 8 cleanroom. Designed
with a low coefficient of friction, the material on the inner lumen or material layer facilitates the easy passage of a guidewire through torturous
anatomical pathways. To ensure that the inner layer of HDPE material has
excellent bond integrity to the outer nylon layer, a tie layer material is used
in conjunction with refined processing techniques. The outer layer material, typically nylon, is used to facilitate the bonding of balloons or other
tubing. A wide range of multi-layer material combinations is available.

For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-356

For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-360
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■ COM Express Modules

Extend The Life of Tools and
Wear Surfaces Up to 1000%.

Congatec, San Diego, CA, has extended its
conga-TR4 series of COM Express modules with
processors from the new AMD Ryzen Embedded
R1000 series. Its function set has been slimmed down compared to the
AMD Ryzen V1000 processors, yet still offers two multi-threaded cores and
support for three 4k displays with AMD Radeon Vega GPU featuring three
compute units. The TDP is scalable from 24 to 12 W with CPU speeds of
up to 3.5 GHz. The modules are suitable for applications such as medical
imaging in which OEMs want to provide ultra-immersive graphics.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-355

■ Sapphire Optics
Custom-fabricated sapphire optics are available from
Meller Optics, Providence, RI. The optics are chemically inert and operate over a wide spectrum for use in
blood gas monitors, centrifuges, and other instruments.
They transmit from the UV to 4.7 μm; up to 85 percent
uncoated and can be coated for better than 99 percent
transmission. Featuring Mohs 9 hardness, which is second only to diamond,
they can be supplied as lenses or windows, flat and stepped, concave or convex, and round or square, with mounting holes and slots.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-357

■ Bluetooth Module
Murata, Nagaokakyo City, Japan, has completed compatibility verification of its MCU embedded Bluetooth® Module (MBN52832) with
VitaNet Suite, a secure IoT platform. The microcontroller unit is a single computer chip designed for embedded applications. The VitaNet Suite allows IP network cloud control over non-IP
Bluetooth IoT devices. Together they provide automated identification
and authentication (for automated device pairing), thereby enabling
secure and remote IoT device control, including remote alive monitoring and automated data collection.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-358

■ Silicone Adhesive
Silicone sponge and silicone foam gasket tape with
DP-1001 silicone adhesive backing is available from
Stockwell Elastomerics, Philadelphia, PA. Three gasket tape products are initially offered with DP-1001
silicone adhesive: R10470M red/orange closed-cell silicone sponge, BF1000 white, low-density silicone foam, and HT-8Y00 red, medium-density
silicone foam. A complimentary sample roll of gasket tape with DP-1001
adhesive can be requested to evaluate the adhesive properties.

Improve and renew Micro-Electronic Tools, Surgical Instruments and MicroLaboratory Instruments with the Hunter Carbitron 300. This simple easy-touse process applies tungsten-carbide to tools and wear surfaces extending
the life up to 1000%.
The Carbitron 300 system, consisting of an adjustable power supply and
vibrating hand-tool is a heavy-duty unit incorporating the features of units
selling for 5 – 10 times its low price.
Used for Tissue Forceps, Needle Holders, Micro Needle Holders, Micro Pliers etc.

Hunter Products, Inc.
908-526-8440
www.hunterproducts.com
E-mail: hunter@hunterproducts.com
Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/76507-753

it all

up

Addition Cured Silicone
MasterSil 153Med
ìMeets USP Class VI and ISO 10993-5 specifications
ìHigh temperature resistance
ìExcellent flexibility
ìPaste consistency

For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-361

■ Medical Device Testing
TÜV SÜD, Munich, Germany, offers single-source testing services
designed to speed up market access for medical devices. The company
provides the full scope of tests necessary for compliance with national regulations. This lowers project and product risks while simultaneously reducing development costs. Physical testing includes electrical safety and electromagnetic compatibility as well as tests simulating the wide variety of
environmental impacts that may affect the product itself and its packaging
sterility during transport, storage, and operation. The portfolio of biological and chemical services includes aspects such as chemical characterization, microbiology, and sterilization behavior and also extends to validation of biocompatibility to rule out negative effects on humans.

Hackensack, NJ 07601 USA
+1.201.343.8983 · main@masterbond.com

For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-359

www.masterbond.com
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PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT
CUSTOM
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
The Arthur G. Russell Company
designs automatic assembly
equipment for the medical device industry. We specialize in high-speed, mechanical
systems designed for products like syringes, blood collection tubes, catheters, and dosage dispensers.
AGR’s manufacturing process adheres to stringent
FDA requirements. http://www.arthurgrussell.com/

The Arthur G. Russell Co.

■ SaaS Solution
Cognition Corp., Lexington, MA, has launched a new SaaS solution that
enables medical device product teams to automate and document the
entire design control process — tightly integrating risk, requirement, and
test management — with built-in quality processes. Compass 2020 guides
development to support compliance with standards and regulations such as ISO14971, FDA 21 CFR
820.30, and ISO 13485 to speed product development. In beta since last year, the solution is now generally available. The software provides template-based guided compliance through the medical
device product development process and enforces quality processes across every connection.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-363

■ Film Capacitors
Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/76507-755

USP CLASS VI
EPOXY
WITHSTANDS
REPEATED
STERILIZATIONS
Master Bond EP46HT-2Med is a two-component
medical-grade epoxy for high performance structural bonding and casting. It is suitable for applications where resistance to temperatures from –
100°F to +500°F is required and high mechanical
strength and chemi cal resistance is needed.
http://www.masterbond.com/tds/ep46ht-2med

Master Bond
Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/76507-756

Exxelia, Longwood, FL, has released a film capacitor series that
combines electrical performance between BOPP and PET while
exhibiting a higher operating temperature up to 180 °C and longer lifetime. The 560P product series is designed for high reliability and performance.
With absolutely no derating up to 150 °C, it provides very stable TCC <2.5 percent and is
resistant to vibrations, shocks, and overvoltage. The series supplants high-temperature ceramics and
tantalums. Voltages range from 320 to 800 VDC, and capacitance value ranges from 0.022 to 10 μF.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-362

■ Simulation Software
Synopsys, Mountain View, CA, has released Simpleware Release Q2020.06, which includes two new modules: Simpleware AS Cardio
and Simpleware Design Link. The latest version of the software
includes support for importing 4D DICOM. The software provides a
complete 3D image processing software (MRI, CT, etc.) environment for generating models for
CAD, CAE, and 3D Printing. AS Cardio provides an easy-to-use tool to automatically segment
the cardiovascular system. This release focuses on automatically segmenting the heart blood
pool and muscle and on automatically placing key landmarks.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-365

PHTHALATE-FREE
HOSE – FREE SAMPLE
Flexible Nylobrade® reinforced
PVC hose contains no DEHP or
other phthalates or BPA. Its
non-toxic ingredients conform
to USP Class VI and FDA standards, and it’s NSF 51 and 61 listed. Nylobrade is
chemical and abrasion resistant with a smooth interior for excellent flow. Made in USA with solar power.
http://www.newageindustries.com/NSF-clear-pvchose.asp

■ Conductive Coatings
Conductive coatings for preventing electromagnetic and radiofrequency interference are available from Jaro Corp., Ipswich, MA. These
coatings can be used to either shield EMI/RFI emissions generated by
the electronics in medical devices, or to protect the device from surrounding EMI/RFI interference. The company has a wide range of expertise in choosing the
right coating and applying it to achieve maximum results. All coatings are applied professionally
by hand spraying, dipping, or a computer-controlled selective coating dispensary system.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-366

■ Conductive Epoxy
NewAge® Industries Inc.
Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/76507-757

MEDTECH LEADERS
Free annual publication
from Medical Design Briefs
features informative articles
2019 and profiles of leading
companies in nine areas of
technology: Electrical Connectors/Wires/Cables,
Testing, Tubing/Extrusion,
Additive Manufacturing, Materials/Coatings/Adhesives,
Motors & Motion Control/
Robotics, Electronics, Contract Manufacturing/Outsourcing, and Gas/Fluid
Handling/Pumps.
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

EpoxySet, Woonsocket, RI, offers an easy-to-use, thermally conductive
epoxy. EPOXIBOND™ EB-486, a two-part adhesive, has a simple 1:1 mix ratio
that can be cured at room temperature yet can withstand continuous operation at 150 °C. It produces an exceptionally high shear strength to aluminum,
steel, copper, brass, wood, porcelain, and engineering thermoplastics. EB-486
has a thermal conductivity of 1.1 W/m°K, which makes it ideal for bonding
applications where thermal management is required. It offers vibration and
impact resistance and can be thermal cycled down to –55 °C.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-367

Technology Leaders

From the Publishers of

www.medicaldesignbriefs.com/
techleaders19
48
Free Info at http://info.hotims.com/76507-xxx

■ Onboard AC/DC Power Module
COSEL Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan, has released a 1.2 kW, compact and low
profile, onboard AC/DC power module. Designed for demanding worldwide applications, the TUNS1200 has an input voltage range of 85–305
VAC and is certified to meet industrial and medical standards. Packaged
in a sealed plastic case with aluminum baseplate, the power module is 12.7 mm (0.5 in.) high and
weighs less than 280 g. The unit can be operated from –40° to +100 °C baseplate temperatures.
The modules can be paralleled up to nine units (up to 9,750 W). Output voltage can be adjusted
down to 0 V and is easily set to constant voltage or constant current operating modes.
For Free Info Visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-368
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INNOVATIONS

World’s Smallest Imaging Device Could Lead to Improved Heart
Treatments
University of Adelaide
Adelaide, Australia

A

team of researchers led by the
University of Adelaide and
University of Stuttgart has used
3D micro-printing to develop the world’s
smallest, flexible scope for looking
inside blood vessels. The camera-like
imaging device can be inserted into
blood vessels to provide high-quality 3D
images to help scientists better understand the causes of heart attack and
heart disease progression and could lead
to improved treatment and prevention.
In a study published in the journal
Light: Science & Applications, a multidisciplinary team of researchers and clinicians was able to 3D print a tiny lens on
to the end of an optical fiber, the thickness of a human hair.1
According to the study, the ultrathin
monolithic OCT endoscope overcomes
the current limitations by using twophoton polymerization to 3D print 125-mdiameter micro-optics directly onto the
optical fiber (see Figure 1). “Freeform
micro-optics have been created for correcting the nonchromatic aberrations of
highly miniaturized probes, which cannot
be fabricated using traditional techniques.
The OCT endoscope achieved a measured full width at half maximum
(FWHM) focal spot size of 12.4 m and
effective depths of focus (the depth
range in which FWHM < 2FWHMmin29)

Ultrathin 3D printed endoscope imaging an
artery. (Credit: Simon Thiele and Jiawen Li)
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Fig. 1 – Ultrathin 3D printed endoscope design. Schematic of the 3D printed OCT endoscope inside
an artery (a). Microscope image of the 3D printed off-axis freeform total internal reflection (TIR) mirror on the tip of the no-core fiber that is fusion spliced onto the light-guiding single-mode fiber (b).
Optical design of the system with light exiting the single-mode fiber, expanding in the no-core fiber,
being reflected and phase-shaped at the freeform mirror, passing the catheter sheath and focusing
into the artery tissue (c). Photo of the 3D printed OCT endoscope, which rotates and is pulled back
to accomplish full 3D OCT scanning (d). (Credit: Light: Science & Applications)

of 760 μm (x axis) and 1100 μm (y axis).
The utility of the ultrathin endoscope is
demonstrated on both in situ preclinical
(mouse) and ex vivo clinical (human)
models of cardiovascular disease.
This scope reveals details of the tissue microarchitecture at depths not
previously achieved with such small
imaging probes. The researchers believe this is the smallest aberration-corrected intra vascular probe to have
been developed.
The imaging device is so small that
researchers were able to scan inside the
blood vessels of mice. Dr. Jiawen Li, coauthor and Heart Foundation Postdoctoral Fellow at the Institute for Photonics and Advanced Sensing, University
of Adelaide, says that in Australia cardiovascular disease kills one person every 19
minutes.
“A major factor in heart disease is the
plaques, made up of fats, cholesterol,
and other substances that build up in
the vessel walls,” Li says. “Preclinical and
clinical diagnostics increasingly rely on
visualizing the structure of the blood vessels to better understand the disease.
Miniaturized endoscopes, which act like
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tiny cameras, allow doctors to see how
these plaques form and explore new
ways to treat them,” she says.
Dr. Simon Thiele, group leader,
Optical Design and Simulation at the
University of Stuttgart, was responsible
for fabricating the tiny lens.
“Until now, we couldn’t make high
quality endoscopes this small,” Thiele
says. “Using 3D micro-printing, we are
able to print complicated lenses that are
too small to see with the naked eye. “The
entire endoscope, with a protective plastic casing, is less than half a millimeter
across,” he says.
The collaboration also included
researchers from The South Australian
Health and Medical Research Institute,
The Royal Adelaide Hospital, and
Monash University.
Reference
1. Jiawen Li, et al., “Ultrathin monolithic 3D
printed optical coherence tomography
endoscopy for preclinical and clinical
use,” Light: Science & Applications, Vol. 9,
Article number: 124 (2020).

Contact Dr. Li at jiawen.li01@adelaide.
edu.au. For more information, visit https://
www.adelaide.edu.au.
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Implantable & Portable Devices

T

Medical Instrumentation

Wearable Devices

he medical device market is
expected to significantly diversify
and almost double in value to $90
billion by 2025, but vendors face significant cost and packaging challenges if
they are to successfully exploit these
opportunities. Increasingly there is a
growing range of technical, commercial
and regulatory demands. As a result, the
imperative to find a focused, strategic,
commercially cognizant process — with
specific-field experts and proven part-

Low
Latency
Manufacturing
for

BIOPHOTONICS
AND
MEDICAL
DEVICE
PACKAGING

ners to cut through these shifting parameters — is more important than ever.
Whether it’s an implantable or wearable device, medical instrumentation or
a life science consumable, there are
issues of ever-tightening regulation
across a range of jurisdictions, especially
for the more invasive products.
Technically the interaction of human
chemistry with photonic components, as
we see in some wearable devices, adds
another layer of complexity that must be
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resolved. Implantable devices must also
navigate around the rigors of balancing
longevity with performance. Weighing
up one against the other is often very difficult, which partly explains the complexity of the issues that must be tackled.
Against such often investment-costly
dynamics, anything that can improve the
financial effectiveness of development
and manufacturing is welcomed.
Historically, latency describes the time
interval between stimulation and
1a

BIOPHOTONICS AND MEDICAL DEVICE PACKAGING

Fig. 1 – Small-scale medical devices market demand, 2020–2025.

response, cause and effect. Contemporary use has considerably widened the
terminology to include functional
aspects of architecture, capital markets,
bandwidth, robotics, and more. In this
article, we use the term in an engineering/commercial sense and more particularly in regard to improving efficiencies
in the microelectronic medical packaging process — from concept to full-scale
commercial manufacturing. The most
critical points of low latency manufacturing are those adopted in the initial
stages of process development and prototyping. These tend to take on a life of
their own and, adopted thoroughly
enough, they have an exponential
impact — and value — down the manufacturing process.
Low latency manufacturing is not
about approaches to efficiency per se,
but (i) where it takes place, (ii) people
skills and alignment, and (iii) the level

of customer connectivity. In the biophotonics and medical device ecosystem,
additional pressure comes not only from
rapidly growing markets and application
diversification but from swift technological advancement and ever downward
pressures on costs. Added to which are
the complexities of device approval and
certification across a range of jurisdictions. This is true of wearable devices but
especially true for implantable medical
devices. One must consider that implantable devices are directly dealing
with people’s lives, as these devices are
not easily replaced or removed. Chip
packaging assembly and manufacturing
need to be able to deliver a highly repeatable, accurate process.
Medical technologies have been at the
forefront of research and development
and subsequent commercialization
across many ultra-high-tech sectors over
the past decade, quickly becoming more

advanced and discreet, more portable,
less invasive, and often more intricate in
construction and packaging. This
reflects high levels of research and
investment, advancing science, and their
merging to create more sophisticated
therapy and diagnostic technologies.
Thus, in the past several decades, the
industry has moved from cardiac rhythm
management products — the pacemaker — to devices that can be used to treat
sleep disorders, pain management, certain forms of dementia and related illnesses, epilepsy, bladder control, gastrointestinal disorders, some autoimmune diseases and a range of neurological and psychological disorders. The
number of medical devices with computer chips has exploded.
In turn, these advances have melded
with a rising urgency of need. Western
countries now face aging demographics
— some of them acute — requiring

Fig. 2 – The four pillars of low latency manufacturing.
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Fig. 3 – Small-scale medical device overview.

improved therapies, monitoring, and
chronic disease management. On the
other hand, developing economies with
very large populations are reaching a
stage of maturity where both aspiration
and affordability are leading to huge
increases in demands upon healthcare.
Added to these are epidemics that arise
unpredictably but in this ever more traveled world require swift identification
and medical response. In all three cases,
the drive is toward portable, wearable, or
invasive or implantable devices for diagnosis, prevention or treatment. Figure 1
shows a range of current such devices.
This article presents advanced development protocols drawn from over 40
years of experience that allow Palomar’s
innovation centers and assembly services
and their customers to successfully navigate through the factors surrounding
medical device packaging. Detailed
below is the company’s strategy to allow
fully formed research to move optimally
from the first stages of development and
prototyping to manufacturing and
commercialization.
Efficiency born through experience is
critical in the concept-to-trial-and-error
stage, thereafter finding important
applications moving from technical success to packaging, to full-scale commercialization. At each step, adopted pragmatics are deliberately placed against
core commercial demands ranging from
the cost premium on innovation to skill
shortages to the impact of ever more
aggressive competition. In summary, the
sustainable medical device market
requires a packaging manufacturing culture that is acutely green and lean, optimized, agile, and efficient. This is the
essence of low latency manufacturing.
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Applying Best-Practice Low
Latency Manufacturing
A best practice low latency approach
begins with a three-fold foundation:
1. An established time framework. This
tightens up a series of crucial technical parameters. It may seem obvious,
but as a principle, it is more poorly
executed than not.
2. Involve the entire team in the project.
Bringing together motion control,
tooling, software, hardware experts,
and others, with nonengineer commercial oversight and other experts as
necessary, means all the core competencies are together in the same room
for strategy and implementation
simultaneously embedding a highlevel of commercial cognizance.
3. Optimize the equipment/software for
the task at hand.
In practical terms, these are then combined to produce the metrics by which
the efficiency of low latency manufacturing protocols is judged:
1. High yields secured through the
efficient use of time, materials, and
personnel.
2. Optimum return on investment
secured through high net throughput.
3. Minimize labor training, maximize
labor efficiency, and minimize the
impact of labor turnover, all for
ease/security of manufacturing.
The shortcomings in each project are
fed back into the team for immediate
changes and always documented for
future improvements. These practices can
be formally separated into the four pillars
of low latency manufacturing:
1. Continuous collaborative learning.
2. Proof of concept and strategic implementation of critical design elements.
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

3. Prototype development.
4. Product and process maturation.
As Figure 2 illustrates, once put into
practice, these conceptual pillars quickly
dissipate into a wider and iterative dynamic entity. An order needs to be followed
but when the technical activity starts, the
wider principles of lean and green and commercial cognizance direct the whole.
Low latency medical device packaging
starts out with expert-to-expert engagement following a structured but fluid
two-way learning process. As implied,
predetermined parameters have been
set to ensure relevance and timeliness.
This allows for a sharp focus on consumer context and the subsequent and
critical elements of the technical and
commercial needs behind the desired
medical device to be swiftly implemented. Best practice means that the team is
able to quickly cut through a number of
alternatives based on experience to
meet customer’s actual needs.
From here a more technical and
focused collaboration begins by exploring the nuances of the specific assembly
and packaging against fundamentals of
cost, function, and a range of critical
issues, many of them unique to medical
device requirements such as power and
longevity. Thereafter, potential material
selections are weighed against the backdrop of, for example, bio-interaction,
where such devices are invasive in some
way. Oftentimes process complexity is
such that it is necessary to share stages of
fabrication and testing with external
experts. The highest level of collaboration is clearly required based on tight
logistics.
For example, in some cases, devices
are partly fabricated by one company
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but subsequently sent away to a thirdparty specialist for the next process.
They are then returned for the final
stage of packaging. Critical for reasons
of qualitative monitoring, each discreet
component is serialized for traceability.
Exceptionally tight logistics are required
embracing both efficiencies, qualitative
control, testing, and verification.
It is not only time and money but technical efficiency that requires a process utilizing sufficient — but not fully functional design test pieces — to advance the
packaging process. This permits many
variations and independent testing.
Getting up to speed in the prototype
process can be one of the most critical
times for learning but in the case of
medical devices, a prototype can serve as
an effective way to test certain characteristics, such as biocompatibility without
having to build up the entire device,
which could be costly. The value of
generic cost-effective tooling to undertake small volume builds, varying materials, parameters, and processes within
tightly defined and preverified limits is
self-evident. Preverification is also important in securing accurate metrics,

and in turn, minimizing cost and use of
time. An extraordinary amount can be
learned in the first 10–100 units and having a green and lean philosophy enables
making quick revisions across a large
range of areas. The whole process yields
vital data that vendors often fail to share
with their customers. Once in a while
this leads to the entire redraft of the
project or even abandoning it altogether. Yet even a “failure” in the commercial
value can vindicate a low latency process.

Transitioning Toward Full-Scale
Low Latency Manufacturing
Production
Most of the time, however, a successful
process is identified and mapped out
with movement toward full-scale commercial production. Often that means
transferring low latency manufacturing
processes to the customer’s production
facilities. When low latency practices are
robustly developed using the four pillars
of manufacturing, this secures a mature
production process from day one.
Immediate benefits include yield, optimum automation, proven and sustainable hardware options, proven and sus-

tainable software options, proven metrics, and often a swift root cause analysis.
In short, low latency manufacturing
reduces the most complex processes
into their simplest solution form at whatever point and however many parts of
the process that are applied.
Looking ahead, m2m (machine to
machine communication) deep learning, XR, and AI are all going to have an
extraordinary impact both on medical
device advances and low latency aspects
of their manufacturing. Critical elements from concept to packaging design
to process will increasingly incorporate
these elements, and most especially
diagnostics of issues that arise on the way
together with suggested solutions.
Notwithstanding, human insight,
experience, intuition, commercial cognizance, and the synergies between skill
sets and competence will always be at the
heart of the design and manufacturing
process.
This article was written by Anthony
O’Sullivan, BSc, MPhil, PhD, Strategic
Market Analyst for Palomar Technologies,
Carlsbad, CA. For more information, visit
http://info.hotims.com/76507-401.
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AN
INSIDE LOOK AT
Maximizing Throughput,
Speed, and Efficiency with
Robotics in Medical Device
Manufacturing

Robotic arm
picks-and-places
raw material
blanks into a DT-1
machining center.

R

ecently I entered our stainless-steel tube processing area, which
looks completely different from the way it did 10 years ago. The
entire room used to be filled with people who were running
machines, inspecting components, and working on changeovers. The
company was a different place back then and was only starting to
embrace automated work cells. Fast forward to today. When I walked
into that room, I was greeted by one of our setup technicians sitting on
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a chair in the corner. I joked with him,
“Don’t you have any work to do?” He
replied, “Take a look around, you see all
those green lights? If they are green,
then I am doing my job.” There was no
one else in the room but us, yet all of the
machines were running. That was a powerful moment for me, and it was then
that I realized we had transitioned
almost every processing machine in that
room to some form of automation.

Designed for Automation
One of the initiatives that has helped us
to use robotic automation on our production lines successfully has been to develop
our process and tooling in a semiautomated state prior to full robotic integration. These initial cells are designed
for future automation from the start but
built in a way that allows a person to safely
complete the work in a manual state.
Once stability is proven, a pre-built robotic work cell is married up to the machine.
This technique has been employed by
MICRO many times with a great deal of
success. Most recently, we were able to efficiently integrate robotic automation into
a multistage tube forming and swaging
process. This included a six-axis robot,
automated belt fed component rack
loader and finished parts tote exchange
system, all integrated in two weeks’ time,
right on our production floor.
The grinding and processing of medical sharps is another area ideally suited to
robotic automation. Typically, these components are very delicate, high-volume
components that are best handled by
robotic cells. Protecting operators from
sticks and protecting the sharps from
damage are two of the main areas of concern that use of robotics can address.
Secondarily, the throughput requirements and strict quality and cleanliness
standards are what drive the use of
automation. Six-axis robotics have been
integrated to several of grinding cells
where strips of sharps are loaded into various fixtures for sharpening and deburring. The accuracy required to place these
components and the tight tolerances associated with the operation would never be
achievable with human hands.

Selective Compliance Assembly
Robot Arms
Vision inspection and packaging of
sharps is also an area where robotics
continues to play an important role. Not
only do we leverage several highly accurate, cleanroom certified six-axis robots,

Automation cell features a robotic arm to move tubes through a pad printing process.

but we are now integrating compact,
lower cost, and higher speed SCARA
(selective compliance assembly robot
arm) robots. These are starting to
replace traditional cartesian-based linear actuators in a number of applications. Their size and rapid acceleration
rates have made them perfect additions
to some of our needle packaging,
inspection, and singulation machines.
There are even applications where one
SCARA will hand off a strip of components to another so each can continue
concurrent tasks in different areas of the
work cell. We have really seen the benefit
of these in packaging applications.
SCARAs tend to have lower payload
capacities when compared with traditional six-axis robotic arms, but this is of little
concern when handling needles and
sharps. Their mechanical rigidity and
simplicity in design allow us to package
components with great speed and precision into various shapes and sizes of vacuum formed plastic trays. Packaging consistently is critically important for downstream automated processes for our customers and their suppliers. This is a
competency developed over the years
through many collaborative efforts to
yield the most efficient packaging with
the highest density of components that
still meets both our automation needs
and those of our downstream partners.
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The pad printing process is one area
where we have leveraged robotics to
handle a variety of operations in one
integrated cell. The tubing components
that are printed in this cell are extremely
delicate components and therefore subject to scratching. This, in combination
with the high throughput required for
the product line, made it an ideal candidate for robotic automation. This cell
uses a six-axis robot in combination with
a series of actuators to pick from rack,
verify orientation using integrated IR
vision software, and then load that component into the printer.
The benefit here is in both cycle time
and accuracy. The system can calculate
the radial orientation from randomly
loaded components in milliseconds and
translate that to dynamic code that provides the exact coordinate to load a tube
on an alignment pin with 0.002 in. of
clearance every time. There is no
scratching of the tube surface, and no
ink from an operator’s hands being mistakenly deposited on the OD. Tubes are
then unloaded, inspected with additional vision sensors utilizing OCR technology (optical character recognition) to verify the readability of text, and scored to
determine acceptance. In the final production phase, the tubes are inspected
for straightness and placed onto an exit
conveyor for packaging.
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ROBOTICS IN MEDICAL MANUFACTURING
Additional Applications
Stainless steel support tubes for new
medical devices have continued to evolve
over the years with more and more complex design. This led the company, in
collaboration with one of our partners,
to design a flexible four-axis laser cutter
capable of handling various input
lengths, diameters, and thickness tubes.
This system utilized a series of vision
cameras to orient the tube based on a
preformed shape, as well as to locate the
start of the CNC laser cutting program
on every component. We have since
implemented a number of these
machines and as the component volumes grew, so did the need for an automated solution. The initial solution was
an excellent opportunity based on product mix to dedicate one robotic system
to serve two machines. This was achieved
with a six-axis robot that replicated the
exact movements of an operator’s hand
to remove the finished part and in the
same motion insert the blank tube
through the machine’s rotary actuator.
These two cells became one, and after
integration, the machines were each
running unattended for four hours
straight without stopping. This, of
course, not only increased our efficiency
but also reduced cosmetic defects and
reduced our frequency of in-process
inspections.
Based on the success of this initial
robotic implementation, we decided to
integrate an additional machine with an
even more dynamic approach for component flexibility. The next cell was
designed to handle different families of
components, including different combinations of diameters and lengths. The
challenge that existed here was the need
to verify that the components that were
loaded manually to rack matched the
cutting program as intended. This was
achieved by leveraging the flexibility of
the robot and integrating simple vision
sensors outside the cutting area that the
robot would place the component in
front of, just like a person using their
eyes to check. We also integrated sensors
to the gripper that could verify the diameter and confirm that it had the correct
tube based on how far its fingers closed.
Due to all of these inputs, we were able
to utilize an automated solution in a
high product mix environment. This
allowed us to gain the benefits of
reduced labor without sacrificing any
efficiency associated with lengthy
changeover.
8a

Sandwiched between two CNC machining centers, a RoboFLex cell services both simultaneously.

New initiatives are currently in development at the company to leverage the
latest in 3D scanning technology integrated with robotics. 3D dynamic picking of randomly oriented components
from a bin is a very difficult problem to
tackle for any automated system.
Traditionally, this has been handled
with the use of feeder bowls to orient
components, but that process requires
components to meet a strict set of criteria in order to work properly. Bin picking is the exact opposite. The only criteria is simply that the component is visible, and the robot can calculate a path
to retrieve it in the most efficient way
possible.
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

This has great potential to further
increase the benefits from an automated
cell because it does not require any form
of operator racking or staging of components for processing. Components can
be loosely transported between work
cells in inexpensive and simple totes.
The benefits are clear and will soon be
integrated on our floor to handle a variety of different shape and size stainless
steel tubing products, all within one flexible work cell and with no changeover
required.
This article was written by Steven Jacobsen,
Manager of Process Development Engineering,
MICRO, Somerset, NJ. For more information,
visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-400.
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Case Study: Increasing Ventilator Display Mount Production to
Meet COVID-19 Demands

T

he COVID-19 pandemic
Southco now supplies behas challenged today’s
tween 3,500 and 5,000
global manufacturers to
mounts annually. The manumeet extremely intense defacturer alerted Southco in
mands for a broad range of
mid-February 2020 that it
critical medical equipment
needed to rapidly expand
and healthcare-related prodventilator production in the
ucts, from N95 masks and
United States. Southco realother personal protective
ized that the first major chalequipment to crucial laboralenge was solving logistics.
tory reagents, viral testing
The display mount inkits, and even swabs.
cludes hinges Southco manA key product needed in
ufactures in the United
communities worldwide is
States as well as multiple
ventilators. One of the most
parts and castings sourced
difficult and dangerous confrom around the world,
ditions caused by the
including China and Taiwan.
COVID-19 virus is acute res- Lead times were reduced to deliver important components for ventilator carts. It’s a complex unit with close
piratory distress syndrome (Credit: iStock)
to 50 individual components
(ARDS), a type of respiratoand parts, right down to
ucts — from locking mechanisms and
ry failure characterized by the rapid onset
screws and springs. All these components
positioning hinges for automobiles to
of widespread inflammation in the lungs.
are brought together and assembled on
more complex, multi-part assemblies.
As the pandemic accelerated in
one of two production lines in Southco’s
The display mount is a device conregions across the globe, patients sufferplant in Honeoye Falls, NY.
structed of multiple components, ining from ARDS would often need to be
The company’s typical lead time for
cluding friction hinges and detent
placed on ventilators, sometimes for
most of that material, which is shipped
hinges manufactured by Southco, as well
weeks at a time to save their lives. It also
via ocean freight, is 10–12 weeks. The
as other third-party parts. The mount
became clear that the supply of ventilacompany quickly reached out to suppliholds the touchscreen control for the
tors on-hand in healthcare facilities
ers to determine how to shift from ocean
ventilator. It’s designed to be easily tilted
would not meet this growing demand.
to airfreight — and how to manage the
and adjusted by medical personnel, yet
As a result, major ventilator manufaccosts. An additional issue quickly arose:
once moved, it remains in place.
turers, as well as many other companies
Just as the company needed to start airAt first, the manufacturer requested
seeking to help, began implementing
shipping components from the Asia
that Southco double the delivery of the
crash programs to expand their ventilaPacific region, strict limitations on
swivel mounts. Within a short time, that
tor production lines, attempting to cram
exports from that region to the United
changed from double to triple, and then
multiple years’ worth of output into the
States were implemented to help prequadruple the delivery. The company
span of a few months.
vent the spread of the virus.
needed to rapidly adjust its manufacturWhile this precaution increased costs,
Massive Ramp-Up of Display
ing operations and supply logistics to satshifting delivery to airfreight was the
Mount Production
isfy the demand.
best solution to ensure adequate supVentilators are complex pieces of
Guided by state-of-the-art lean manuplies. Fortunately, the ventilator manuequipment and manufacturers depend
facturing principles and a highly trained
facturer is a global company with its own
on well-equipped component suppliers
workforce, the company had to make
strong logistics arm. Southco worked
and global supply chains to complete
major production changes and address
with them to identify and engage airtheir products. As ventilator companies
complex supply and logistics challenges
shipping resources. Through these and
ramp up, they needed their suppliers to
within our own operations and with supother efforts, the company implemented
expand their production and deliveries
pliers of other parts — and do so faster
weekly parts deliveries, cutting overseas
equally as fast.
than the company had ever done before.
supplier lead times from 12 to just three
One of the leading U.S. manufacturor four weeks.
Compressing 12 Weeks into Days
ers sources an important system compoSouthco and the ventilator manufacRapid Expansion of Assembly
nent — a rotating and tilting control
Lines
turer first collaborated on the design of
panel mount — from Southco, Inc. As a
Simultaneously, the production team
the display mount in 2007. In 2017, there
global designer and manufacturer of
created a plan to rapidly expand mount
were some design changes to reduce the
engineered access solutions, the compaproduction in Honeoye Falls to solve the
number of parts within the mount and
ny manufactures a broad range of prodMedical Manufacturing & Machining, September 2020
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There was an additional, unique challenge in this project: Southco had to
ramp up production in March 2020
while simultaneously implementing
strict procedures to protect its workforce
from coronavirus infection and sustain
production while social distancing.
The company instituted best practices,
such as temperature screenings and
social distancing, drawing on procedures
implemented early on in its Shanghai
and Shenzhen facilities. Composite
screens were installed between workstations, and stringent cleaning procedures
were in place before, during, and after
each shift in high-touch areas.
Although some of the company’s factories in China and India shut down for
short periods due to government orders,
all other plants have been able to operate
safely. To date, across 11 facilities and
3,000 associates working close together,
there has been no COVID-19 transmission between Southco associates.
Quality control measures, detailed production documentation, and operator assist tools enable the
company to rapidly flex production lines to meet changing customer demands. (Credit: Southco)

logistics challenge. Under normal production conditions, they are produced on
a single assembly line along with products
for other customers. To handle the
increased demand, a second production
line was converted at the New York facility,
and the company implemented three
shifts a day on both lines, five days a week
(plus some Saturday and Sunday production as needed to keep on schedule).
Southco has invested in establishing
and maintaining highly uniform manufacturing and quality processes, no matter which region or facility is performing
the work. Across 11 plants worldwide,
depending on the type of production
process — plastic extrusion, metal casting, etc. — each plant has the same
equipment, the same tooling requirements, the same plant layouts and production flows and the same procedures.
It’s a unique strength that became crucial to Southco’s ability to respond in this
situation because it gave us a very agile
and clear understanding of our capacity
and utilization. The company understood what was necessary to increase
capacity and cross-train associates to add
a second line, and to expand the production of parts needed for the display
mount at its Concordville, PA, plant.
One of the reasons the company can
rapidly flex production lines is the
detailed production documentation and
operator assist tools in place for every
10a

product or device. Step-by-step processes
and instructions, supported by drawings
and visuals, make it possible to cross-train
personnel and easily transition from one
production run to another.
Another factor is having proven, wellestablished quality processes, such as
inline quality checks, error-proofing
processes, and visual inspection procedures so that potential issues can be
caught quickly and rectified before the
display mount is delivered.
Given the speed with which Southco
expanded production, the company was
confident that these quality control measures would enable it to meet commitments
while ensuring that the mounts were manufactured with the highest quality.

The AV Display Arms series contains integrated
constant torque positioning technology that allow
monitors to be easily positioned. (Credit: Southco)
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Meeting Commitments Week
After Week
Three months into the new rate of
production, the company has met its
commitments 100 percent of the time. It
ships at least once a week and even more
frequently depending on demand.
When necessary, its workers are willing
to work weekend shifts to help keep the
company’s commitments. In addition,
Southco has started building inventory
to get ahead of the increasing demands,
leveraging the flexibility of its production lines and skilled personnel.
Most importantly, the company has
been helping to make sure the ventilator
manufacturer can keep its commitments
to deliver vital medical equipment to the
facilities that need them.
The company was asked to deliver
complex products with the highest quality in uncertain times. The key to accomplishing this was the company’s culture
of communication, collaboration, and
quality built within the organization.
Everyone from operations, logistics, supply chain, product management, and
manufacturing engineering were able to
pull together in the same direction to
make this happen — because they all
recognized how important it was, and
still is, to get these life-saving machines
built as fast as possible.
This article was written by Robert Shelley,
Business Development Manager, Southco,
Inc., Concordville, PA. For more information,
visit http://info.hotims.com/76507-403.
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New Approach to Fastener Design Prevents Loosening in Medical
Devices

E

ngineers and managers who design
and develop products for the medical marketplace or buy components
and equipment understand that in any
type of medical device — whether
implant, ventilator, imaging equipment,
or mobile tools pushed by cart — there
can be severe consequences if critical
fasteners loosen or fail during operation. If this occurs, such failure can be
not only potentially life threatening but
also costly in terms of liability risk, warranty claims, and reputation.
Even the latest medical and biomedical innovations, such as imaging equipment, sensors, electronics, materials,
and mechanical components, as well as
test and measurement hardware or systems, must unfailingly remain held
together by fasteners and functional in
any and all circumstances when incorporated into medical devices.
Once artificial hips and knees are
surgically implanted inside the body,
for example, the devices must not fail

and are not replaceable without another invasive procedure. Ventilators,
whether used during surgery or long
term, must also support breathing and
respiration without fail for patients to
sustain their lives when they are unable
to do on their own.
Yet the critical fasteners in such medical devices can fail when subjected to
vibration, shock, dynamic loading, or
thermal stress. Vibration of medical
equipment during use is one of the
main causes of fastener self-loosening
and can be a particular problem for
high-vibration devices like computed
tomography (CT) scanners and MRIs.
In fact, while imaging technology produces images differently, most utilize
rapidly spinning components, which
shake and vibrate.
The vibration causes the side sliding
of the nut or bolt head relative to the
joint, resulting in related motion
occurring in the threads. The gradual
rotation causes a bolted joint to lose its

preload (the initial fastener tension
when tightened) and leads to progressively greater fastener loosening.
Any shock or jolt to a medical device
can also prompt fasteners to loosen.
When mobile equipment like ventilators or diagnostic equipment is moved
around healthcare facilities, the units
can be bumped, jostled, or dinged,
which can lead to fastener loosening
and machine failure.
Medical implants such as artificial
hips and knees are also be subjected to
dynamic loading, forces that change
over time due to standing, walking,
and other movement. Thermal stress
caused by cyclical changes in temperature can also contribute to loosening
of fasteners.
Although many OEMs view fasteners
as commodity items, the medical industry — due to its critical nature —
requires superior solutions. Fortunately,
a new approach to fastener design is
promising to resolve issues of loosening
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The ForeverLok fastener system holds the nut in
place to physically prevent it from loosening.

due to vibration using a smaller, lighter,
and more compact fastener, without the
use of adhesives.
In addition, this fastening approach
is helping medical design engineers
and product managers to streamline
design and re duce manufacturing
costs. This combination of enhancing
medical device reliability and quality
with cost reduction is all the more
important as the industry faces greater
competitive and regulatory pressures
in the marketplace.

Solutions for Preventing
Loosening
Medical OEMs have utilized a variety
of fastener designs that attempt to prevent bolted joints from loosening
through the use of adhesives or added
components that physically restrain
the bolt or nut from loosening.
However, these methods have significant drawbacks.
Locking adhesives attempt to hold
fasteners in place once tightened.
However, locking adhesives, of course,
are inappropriate for any internally
used medical device because the compounds are biologically incompatible.
Such adhesives may even be ill advised
for use with any device that could contact the patient externally due to the
potential for patient sensitivity to the
chemical compounds utilized.
Besides this, the adhesives progressively lose effectiveness as temperature
rises. This can lead to fastener loosening in any high temperature environment or when medical devices are
used for long periods of time. Bolts
secured with a single-use, dry-patch
adhesive that is activated when the
bolts are tightened also add to assembly costs. With both options, if the
item is to be removed and re-used, the
12a

The fastener design involves three items: a central
threaded fastener, a threaded intermediate fastener, and a retaining fastener.

threads must be cleaned first at great
cost in time and labor.
With mechanical locking approaches, the goal is to physically prevent
loosening. However, this often means
adding components that increase the
size of the fastener and add weight and
complexity to component design. For
medical devices, “smaller and lighter”
is critical for implants and can affect
portability, so heavier fasteners are a
drawback.
Now, however, an original, innovative approach physically prevents bolt
loosening without the traditional limitations of excess weight, complexity,
and length. The fastener design,
called ForeverLok™, involves three
items: a central threaded fastener, a
threaded intermediate fastener, and a
retaining fastener.
Essentially, the fastener system holds
the nut in place to physically prevent it
from loosening. Although there are
competitive products on the market
that work in a similar fashion, this
design is more compact than a traditional nut and bolt configuration. The
locking design does not use special
pins, bolts, or tools to install and
remove the nut, and only common
tools are needed to fasten/unfasten.
The design allows the fastener to be
smaller, lighter, and more compact
than a larger fastener while providing
a comparable torque value. For example, the torque value of a ½-in. fastener design tested greater than the recommended torque value of a 5⁄8-in.
bolt.
In addition, the fastener design is
reusable as many times as needed. The
fasteners can be made of many materials, including titanium, steel, and
other metals or alloys. The design also
works just as well for plastic fasteners
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

when weight or cost is a prime consideration. The technology, which is available for licensing, is flexible enough
for a medical manufacturer to create
its own unique new product based
upon it.
The effectiveness of the fastener has
already been subjected to three of the
most rigorous anti-vibration tests. In a
maximum torque test, involving a ½-in.
grade eight bolt, the design tested at
159.9 ft/lbs., a 77 percent increase
over the 90 ft/lbs. of torque recommended for a standard ½-in. bolt. The
higher torque value allows OEMs and
design engineers to use a lighter, smaller fastener to save space and weight.
The design was also tested against
the NASM 1312-7 standard, which
involves accelerated vibration testing
on a fastener system capable of providing a clamp-up load. In the test, the
bolt/nut combination is installed in
the fixture, and the fixture is subjected
to controlled vibration and cycles/
times until the assembly loosens. For
this test, the fastener must not be able
to be loosened by hand after 30,000
cycles, approximately 17 minutes of
testing.
Testing of the design was suspended
after over 420,000 cycles and four
hours of testing with no loss of torque
retention. NASM 1312-7 does not
require the residual torque value to be
reported. However, the testing facility
provided the measurement: the fastener design retained 93.5 percent of its
original torque value.
Against the tougher transverse vibration standard, DIN 25201-4, the design
torque retention test results were
89.43 percent, clearly surpassing the
certification standard, which requires
80 percent retention or higher. This
standard involves testing the fastener
12 times. The less strenuous DIN
65151 tests the fastener to a less exacting setup and verification standard,
testing it once.
Although traditional locking fastener systems are available, OEMs and
engineers searching for solutions to
critical fastener loosening will find
that considering a new design ap proach can result in lighter, simpler,
more reliable fasteners in most types
of medical devices.
This article was written by Del Williams, a
technical writer based in Torrance, CA. For more
information, visit http://info.hotims.com/
76507-402.
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Harnessing the Power of Ultrasonic Precision Cleaning for cGMP
Compliance
Removing organic contaminants and reducing bacterial and viral loads in medical device
manufacturing.
Emerson, Danbury, CT

U

ltrasonic cleaning is a welldefined, understood, and categorized industrial cleaning process
widely employed in medical device manufacturing. It is particularly effective in
cleaning small intricate parts and hardto-reach blind holes and in accelerating
surface treatment processes. Ultrasonic
precision-cleaning systems set the standard for cleaning medical devices during manufacture. Both the equipment
used and the chemistry of the cleaning
solution must meet the FDA’s stringent
cGMP guidelines. Additionally, the
cleanliness results of processes must satisfy various industry quality and safety
standards.
Ultrasonic cleaning incorporates
high-frequency sound pressure waves to
agitate a liquid or solvent. Cavitation
“bubbles” induced by this agitation produce high forces on contaminants
adhering to substrates such as metals,
plastics, glass, and ceramics. Cavitation,
in combination with heat and detergents, break the contaminants’ surface
tension, allowing the contaminant to dislodge from the
surface being cleaned.

Power of Ultrasonic
Cavitation
The cavitation bubbles are
oscillated in the liquid as the
sound wave passes. This causes
a buildup of positive pressure,
which causes the cavitation
bubbles to grow and become
unstable. Eventually the positive pressure causes the violent collapse of the cavitation
bubbles, which results in
implosions, and shockwaves
radiating from the bubbles
collapse. It is this collapse and
implosion of the millions of
cavitation “bubbles,” through-

out the ultrasonic tank, which, when
combined with detergents, solvents, and
water, create the foundation of ultrasonic cleaning technology. The combined
action also penetrates blind holes,
cracks, and recesses. Aqueous deionized
(DI) water-based solvents or heated
vapor can be used, depending on the
type of contamination needing removal.
Effective Contaminant Removal.
Manufacturing process contaminants
such as hydrocarbon lubricants including PE waxes, paraffin, metal soaps,
esters (high esterification), amides, and
fatty acids can be effectively removed
using precision ultrasonic cleaning.
Common process lubricants, polishing
compounds, flux agents, and mold
release agents are also commonly
removed. Biological contaminants can
also be effectively removed, such as
algae, fungus, bacteria, and viruses.
Ultrasonic cleaning is an effective
method not only for removing organic
contaminants but also for reducing bacterial and viral loads. Ultrasonic clean-

ing can be used for a wide range of workpiece shapes, sizes, and materials, and
often disassembly of the part is not necessary prior to cleaning.
Efficient Process Ultrasonic Cavitation and Vapor Cleaning. In an ultrasonic cleaner, the substrate or parts to be
cleaned are placed into a tank containing a suitable solution (aqueous, organic, solvent, or vapor, depending on the
application). Typically, in ultrasonic
vapor cleaning, the solvent is brought to
boil to create and contain vapors in the
vapor zone. Substrate or parts to be
cleaned are held in a basket and then
transferred to the vapor zone.

Comparison of Ultrasonics and
Other Cleaning Methods

With ultrasonic cavitation, the harsh
and costly chemicals used as cleaners in
many industries are not needed or are
used in much lower concentrations. The
usefulness of ultrasonic cleaning in regard
to biological pathogens like bacteria and
virus has been known for some time.
Ultrasonic cleaning delivers significant cost savings
over hand washing in most situations. Ultrasonic cleaning is
quick and easy, and often it
takes a fraction of the time of
hand washing medical devices
or parts. Even when cleaning
a small number of high-value
parts, the labor savings can be
significant. But when it is necessary to wash hundreds or
thousands of parts, the savings can be significant.
Hand-washing solvents can
include a variety of toxic chemicals, such as methanol, mineral spirits, petroleum distillates,
turpentine, benzene, toluene,
A wide variety of soils, from machining lubricants, coolants, polishing and
xylene, perchloroethylene, tribuffing compounds, oils from handling, and microscopic environmental contaminants can be removed with ultrasonic cleaning.
chloroethylene, methyl ethyl
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Impact force of water shock wave: 100 –200 m/sec.
Cavitation generate and implode: 10 –7 sec., Instant temp.: 5000 °C
Size of cone shape micro water jet: 60 μm, dynamic energy: 1.41 x 10 –7 joule

Compression

Cavitation Cycle

Po + Pa
Po - Pa

Pa

Rarefaction

Shockwave

Rmax = 2.3 RO

RO = 1
Systems can be configured to communicate directly
with Emerson’s DeltaV distributed control system
technologies. DeltaV history data is available anywhere, including integrated batch, continuous, and
event data, with an easy-to-use data search engine,
improved data viewing, and analysis with detailed
diagnostics via AMS Device Manager asset management software.

Implosion

Nucleation

Cavity Growth

Implosion

Eddy
current
removing
soil

Metal part being cleaned

Cavitation Process: Ultrasonically induced compression waves tear the liquid apart, leaving behind
many millions of microscopic “voids”/partial vacuum “bubbles” (cavitation). These bubbles/voids in the
microsecond timescale grow until they become unstable, collapse, and release enormous energy; temperatures and pressures on the order of 5,000 K and 135 MPa are achieved (5,000 °C/19,500 PSI).

In ultrasonic aqueous cleaners, surfactants (detergent) are often added to permit dissolution of nonpolar
compounds such as oils and greases. An ultrasonic transducer, typically built into the tank, produces ultrasonic waves in the fluid.

ketone (MEK), gasoline, and kerosene.
These commonly used chemical solvents
are hazardous, not environmentally
friendly, not employee friendly, and require toxic vapor mitigation.

Important Considerations for
Ultrasonic Precision Cleaning
There are five important considerations with precision-cleaning medical
devices to meet the quality standards of
manufacturers, the performance needs
of users, and strict guidelines of the FDA.
• Ultrasonic Cleaning: Use of ultrasonic cavitation at the right frequency
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and in combination with the right
cleaning chemistries to remove contaminants and comply with FDA
guidelines.
• Ultrasonic Rinsing: Overflow rinsing
with DI water optionally coupled with
ultrasonic cavitation is provided at
appropriate points in the process.
• Passivation: Nitric or (more recently)
citric acid chemistries can provide
maximum corrosion resistance of passive oxide film to meet ASTM A967 or
A380 standards.
• Drying: Recirculating hot air drying is
typically required. Additionally, HEPA
www.medicaldesignbriefs.com

filtration may aid in restricting any airborne contaminants.
• Data Acquisition: A control system
can be incorporated to capture key
operating parameters and provide an
audit trail to ensure that each part or
batch went through the process
properly.
Experience and expertise in precision
cleaning can provide the ideal solution
for the intricate cleaning demands of
medical implants. Emerson’s portfolio of
Branson™ aqueous cleaners and solvent
vapor degreasers, for example, offers
state-of-the-art quality and capabilities.
Benchtop, stand-alone consoles, multistage systems, components, and accessories can be used as stand-alone units or
fully automated, computer-controlled systems configured to meet specific cleaning
application needs. Ultrasonic cleaning
systems offer a variety of options to customize the installation to meet the needs
of even the most challenging cleaning
applications, including:
• Ability to automate all or part of the
cleaning process.
• Custom tank sizes.
• Options for monitoring and maintaining proper liquid levels and chemical
detergents concentrations.
• Sanitary plumbing.
• HEPA filtering for hot air drying.
• On-site water DI capabilities.
• Cleanroom compatibility.
This article was written by Tom Hoover, Sr.,
Medical Business Development Manager –
Americas, Assembly Technologies, at Emerson,
Danbury, CT. For more information, visit
http://info.hotims.com/76507-404.
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